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Abstract

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in developing safer and more

reliable control systems. However, the application of fault tolerant control (FTC)

strategies towards improving the performance of faulty fluid power systems remains

sparse. This thesis investigates, for the first time, the robust fault tolerant control of an

electrohydraulic positioning system with a faulty actuator piston seal. A faulty piston seal

causes the internal leakage of hydraulic fluid between the chambers of the actuator and

alters the dynamics of the system by increasing the damping and decreasing the loop

gain. The goal of this thesis is to develop a control system, tolerant to various levels of

the internal leakage fault with application to the positioning of aircraft flight control

surfaces. Towards this objective, and to support continued research in this alea, a novel

experimental test station is designed and constructed to allow the experimental simulation

of many faults common to fluid power systems. Then, the quantitative feedback theory

(QFT) is employed for the controller design. Due to large vaúations in the values of the

dynamic parameters of the system, within the specified range of fault tolerance, an active

approach to the design of the FTC system is followed. First, the fault space is partitioned

into a number of fault levels to allow the design of localized controllers that compensate

for each fault level. Using QFT, a fixed-gain linear time invariant controller is

constructed for each fault level to satisfy a priori defined robust stabitity and reference

tracking specifications. Finally, a control law switching algorithm is proposed that

smoothly switches between the localized controllers, given information about the level of

the internal leakage fault. Both nonlinear simulations and experimental implementation

of the developed FTC controller proves its ability to control a real hydraulic system

despite the occurrence of internal leakage faults.
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Chapter I

lntroduction

1.1. Preliminary Remarks

Fluid power systems enjoy widespread use in a variety of applications. Such applications

include forestry (feller-bunchers), mining (hydraulic shovels), robotics, manufacturing

(presses), construction (excavators) and aviation (positioning ofaircraft control surfaces).

Hydraulic servosystems also find homes in environments where fire hazards due to

sparks predicates the use of these types of actuators. In addition to large power to weight

ratio, hydraulic servos are often cited for their high reliability (Mclean, 1990) and

controllability (Menitt,1967). However, like any electromechanical system, fluid power

systems are complex and are subject to component malfunctions or degradations, which

may occw suddenly or gradually as the system wears and ages. For example, a problem

with a pump may arise suddenly and can cause changes in the pressure of the hydraulic

fluid supply. In other instances, the effects of wear on the elastomer seals may cause the

leakage of fluid externally to the atmosphere, or internally between components. Both of

these problems are amongst a variety of possible faults that impair the performance of the

system. Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the design and implementation

of fault tolerant control strategies that attempt to maintain the performance of the system,

despite such component failures.



1.2. Fault Tolerant Gontrols

Malfunctions in the components that make up fluid power systems can be classified as

faults or failures. A fault occurs when the malfunction is such that the performance of the

system is diminished but the system remains available to perform its task. Conversely, a

failure occurs when the malfi.rnction is such that the use of a component, such as a sensor,

or the entire system is lost. These definitions lead to two fundamental concepts in the area

of fault tolerant control design. The first is the idea of the fail-safe system. The fail-safe

system is designed to operate normally even if one or more components making up the

system become inoperable. To achieve this high level of safety, the notion of redundancy

is employed whereby critical electrical and mechanical components are duplicated. Thus,

if one component fails to operate correctly, its duplicate can be activated with no loss of

system functionality. However, as a consequence of the high degree of hardware

redundancy, fail-safe systems are expensive and time consuming to implement (Blanke

et al., 1997). Nonetheless, in high-risk applications such as nuclear and aerospace, the

requirement of safety far outweighs the costs of implementation.

In contrast to a fail-safe system, a fault tolerant control (FTC) system is designed to keep

the performance of the system as close as possible to nominal even with the occurrence

of faults. Unlike a fail-safe system, which must perform its task under all circumstances,

a FTC system is generally designed only to handle a limited number of faults (Tzafestas

et aL.,1998). Although FTC systems may never replace fail-safe systems in safety-critical

applications, the use of FTC can provide significant performance enhancements, at least

up to the limit to which the fault tolerance extends. In addition, FTC systems can increase

2



safety by forcing the system to fail or cease to operate in a predictable manner.

Consequently, FTC has received much attention in the literature and has been utilized in

a number of aerospace applications (Wu et al., 2000; Looze et al., 1985; Ostroff and

Hueschen, 1984; Ahmed-Zaid et al., 1991; Keating et al., 1995) and more recently in

industrial applications (for examples see Noura et a\.,2000 and the references therei¡).

Classically, the effects of the faults on the system dynamics are considered to be

perturbations that cause the system to deviate from some nominal model. The

perturbations may be either additive or multiplicative (Theilliol et a|.,1998). Thus, a

successful fault tolerant control strategy should: (i) be made insensitive to the variations

in the parameters of the dynamic system, or (ii) be designed to handle the variations in

the system's parameters through controller adaptation, reconfiguration or switching. The

two approaches are known in the literature as the passive and active approaches,

respectively.

In the passive approach to the design of fault tolerant controllers, one first determines the

extent to which each fault of interest affects the dynamics of the plant. Then, a robust

design method is used to synthesize a controller that ensures insensitivity to changes in

the operating conditions caused by the fault. In other words, a single control strategy is

developed to ensure that the dynamic system retains acceptable performance under a

variety of operating conditions. In the case of fluid power systems, which are inherently

nonlinear, the passive approach to the FTC problem becomes more diffrcult as there may

be many nominal models, each of which corresponds to a particular point within the

expected envelope of normal operation. The designer is then faced with the task of

developing a single controller to give the desired performance at a number of operating
J



points in addition to handling the effects of faults at each of them. To further complicate

the passive FTC approach, some faults may cause the system to evolve so far from the

nominal plant that it may not be possible to synthesize a passive fault tolerant controller.

An alternative approach to FTC design is the active approach. Here, control strategies are

developed either on-line as faults occur or off-line based upon an a priori defined set of

possible faults. In the latter approach, the controllers are designed to achieve the desired

closed-loop performance over a narïower range of operating conditions than would be the

case in the passive approach. For example, one controller may be designed to handle the

system in the normal (no fault) operating condition. A second controller could be

designed to handle the first class of faults and a third may be designed to handle the

second class of faults. The net result is the design of an assemblage of controllers, each

with the capability of handlin g a particular set of operating conditions. However,

approaching the FTC problem in this way also requires a supervisory system to evaluate

and report the condition of the system. Such an anangement is known in the literature as

fault detection and isolation (FDÐ. A FDI scheme monitors the condition of the plant by

evaluating its performance and comparing it to the performance of the normal plant.

When the plant performance begins to deviate from normal, afault is assumed to have

occurred somewhere in the control loop and the FDI unit reports that a fault has been

detected. In order to isolate or identify the cause of the fault and its magnitude, a fault

identification algorithm is employed. Depending upon the particular design of the FDI

system, the fault detection and identification may occur as separate functions or

simultaneously.



One of the more common approaches to the design of FDI systems has been to generate a

mathematical model of the plant to obtain the states of the normal plant and compare

them to the actual states of the plant. One limitation of this model-based approach is that

it is generally restricted to linear systems. However, with some modification, the model-

based approach has been applied to the design of FDI schemes for nonlinear hydraulic

systems. To name a few, Yu et al. (I99$ designed a robust bilinear state observer and

successfully applied it towards the detection of faults in a valve controlled hydraulic

motor. Skormin et al. (1994) also developed a model-based FDI scheme for a hydraulic

afucraft control surface positioning system. Fluid leakage, excessive friction in the

hydraulic cylinder, air in the fluid, and mechanical damage to the actuator were amongst

the faults of interest. The authors concluded that reconfiguration of the hydraulic system

controller to compensate for the effect of these faults provides a higher reliability of the

aircraft.

Neural networks, operating as pattern classifiers, and rule-based expert systems have also

been utilized to perform the FDI of fluid power systems, thus eliminating the need for

establishing the system models. Hogan et al. (1991), V/atton et al. (1994) and Stewart

and Watton Q99$ have shown the usefulness of the expert systems approach in the

detection and identification of a multitude of faults in fluid power systems. Ed.ge et al.

(1995) used a failure mode and effects analysis and neural networks to perform the FDI

task' Le et al. (1997, 1998) utilized multilayer feedforward networks trained via back-

propagation to detect fluid leakages in servovalve controlled actuators. Crowther et al.

(1998) also used multilayer feedforward networks to successfully detect and identify



faults due to piston seal leakages, changes in the pump supply pressuïe and changes in

the friction characteristics of the load.

The final step in the design of an active FTC system is the synthesis of a control

reconfiguration or switching algorithm. The control reconfiguration algorithm

implements the most appropriate control law given the information about the condition of

the plant. Amongst the various approaches to the design of reconfigurable controllers for

FTC are gain scheduling (Shamma and Athans, 1992; Rugh, l99l), additive control

(Theilliol et al., 1998; Nourc et al., 2000), and adaptive control (Ahned-Zaid, et al.,

1991). The first step in implementing a gain scheduled controller is to design a set of

controllers such that each cont¡oller yields acceptable closed-loop performance around a

specific set of operating points. Then, an interpolation or scheduling scheme is utilized to

synthesize a nominal control law with respect to the current condition of the plant.

In the additive approach to FTC design, the idea is to compute a new control law which,

when added to the nominal law, compensates for the effects of faults on the system.

However, the applicability of the additive approach to nonlinear systems has not been

thoroughly addressed in the literature. In adaptive control, a model of the faulty plant

dynamics is developed on-line and the controller parameters are adjusted to maintain the

desired closed-loop performance. Within the constraints of the physical system, this

approach to FTC allows tolerance to unanticipated faults, i.e., faulty conditions that were

not considered a priorl in the design of the FTC system. The adaptive approach to FTC

design also has the potential of eliminating the FDI unit altogether through constant

refinement of the system model and the controller gains. The adaptive approach to

control reconfiguration potentially yields better characterization and accommodation of
6



unanticipated faults. However, due to its inherent complexity, it requires more effort to

implement than a system where the faults are characterized a priori (Tzafestas et al.,

1e98).

Clearly, the literature has addressed the problem of establishing methodologies for the

condition monitoring of fluid power systems. However, the use of FTC techniques

towards improving the performance of faulty fluid power systems has been limited to

only a few fairly recent studies, based primarily on the quantitative feedback theory.

1.3. Control of Fluid Power Systems via Quantitative Feedback Theory

The quantitative feedback theory (QFT) developed by Horowitz in the late 1950s

(Horowitz, 1959) is well suited to the task of synthesizing robust controllers, with respect

to design requirements such as stability or reference tracking, for uncertain linear

systems. The goal of QFT based controller design is to minimize, through the

introduction of feedback, the effects of parametric uncertainties in the plant transfer

function. The parametric uncertainty may be the result of linearizing a plant around a

number of operating points or caused by faults. Unlike traditional loop gain shaping

approaches and their derivatives, such as LQG/LTR and H*, the QFT method allows both

the loop gain and phase to be considered during the controller synthesis. This can be

advantageous with respect to performance and stability robustness (Bailey and Hui,

1 9e 1).

The QFT has been successfully utilized in many applications such as aircraft flight

controller design (Snell and Stout, 1996; Wu et a\.,2000; Phillips et aI.,1995; Reynolds



et al., 1994; Keating et a1.,1995) and pneumatic actuator controller design (French and

Cox, 1990). The QFT has also been used by a number of researchers for developing

controllers for the highly nonlinear hydraulic systems, which can often be treated as

uncertain linear time invariant plants. Nam ¿/ al. (2000) used QFT to establish robust

force control of a servovalve controlled actuator with application to the simulation of

aerodynamic loads in the testing of aircraft flight control systems. Pachter et al. (1997)

developed a robust QFT based position control strategy for a novel electro-hydrostatic

flight control surface actuator for fighter airuaft. Thompson et al. (I999a, 1999b) used

QFT to address the problem of enhancing the dynamic stiffness of a servovalve

controlled hydraulic actuator with application to the actuation of aîcr:aft flight control

surfaces. The authors also asserted the general applicability of the QFT to the task of

controller design for hydraulic servomechanisms.

Towards the development of FTC strategies within the framework of QFT, Niksefat and

Sepehri (2001a) developed a fixed-gain robust force controller for a servovalve

controlled actuator. Controller tolerance to a faulty hydraulic pump was developed by

considering the supply pressure to be an uncertain model parameter. Using a similar

approach, Niksefat and Sepehri (2001b) also developed a robust QFT based fault-tolerant

position controller for a servovalve controlled actuator. Faults due to malfunctioning

position sensors and hydraulic pump failures were considered. Niksefat and Sepehri

(2000) also showed that the QFT could be applied towards developing controller

tolerance to fluctuating hydraulic supply pressures using an inverse modeling technique.



1.4. Objectives and Scope of this Thesis

The QFT has been established as an effective means of developing robust controllers for

fluid power systems. However, its application towards the development of FTC strategies

to accommodate leakage type faults has not been addressed in the literature. The primary

objective of this thesis is to apply the QFT towards establishing control system tolerance

to faulty actuator piston seals. A faulty piston seal gives rise to a class of internal leakage

faults where hydraulic fluid is allowed to flow through a breech in the actuator piston

seal. The effect of this fault is to decrease the loop gain and increase the actuator

damping, which slows the transient response. Since no fluid is lost from the circuit,

implementing a fault tolerant control scheme allows the closed-loop performance to be

maintained despite the leakage until the problem can be resolved.

The FTC strategy is developed towards the application of positioning flight control

surfaces in aircraft. Yet, the approach taken is generic and can therefore be applied to any

industrial electrohydraulic actuation system. Due to relatively large variations in the

dynamics of the hydraulic actuation system, within the range of desired level of tolerance

to the internal leakage fault, a single controller may not be easily synthesized to meet the

a priori defined closed-loop performance goals. Thus, the fault tolerant control task is

accomplished using the active approach.

The active FTC strategy is constructed based on the notion of gain scheduling. That is,

using QFT, a set of localized controllers is designed. Each controller is capable of

compensating for a particular level of the internal leakage fault. However, instead of

scheduling the controller parameters, a scheme is developed whereby a composite control
9



signal is constructed by weighting the outputs of the localized QFT controllers. Such an

arrangement predicates the use of condition monitoring to detect and identit/ the

magnitude of the internal leakage fault so that the control signal weights may be

computed. However, with respect to the literature, it is evident that techniques for the

condition monitoring of fluid power systems have been developed to the point where

implementation on actual systems is feasible. Hence, the breadth of this study is limited

to the design of the fault tolerant controller.

1.5. Thesis Layout

The remainder of this thesis is as follows. The operation of a typical servovalve

controlled hydraulic positioning system is described in Chapter 2 and common faults

associated with this type of fluid power system are characterized.

Chapter 2 also develops a general mathematical model of the hydraulic system. The

effects of the faults can be captured in the model by adjusting the appropriate parameters.

Chapter 3 describes the features of a novel experimental test rig that was designed and

constructed to experimentally simulate many of the common faults associated with fluid

power systems. The parameters of the experimental system are also listed in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 begins with an outline of the QFT design process. By considering the

application of positioning control surfaces in aircraft, the QFT design problem is set up.

Chapter 4 details the subsequent QFT design process, including the generation of the

plant templates, specification of the closed-loop performance specifications, the

controller synthesis, and verification. The QFT controllers are implemented towards the

control of the actual nonlinear hydraulic system in Chapter 5. Both nonlinear simulations
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and experiments assess the ability of the QFT controllers to compensate for the various

levels of the internal leakage fault. The FTC design is completed in Chapter 6 where a

control law switching algorithm is designed. The ability of the resulting FTC system to

perform the fault tolerant control task and to maintain the performance of areal hydraulic

positioning system is evaluated experimentally. The thesis is brought to a close by

summarizing the work in Chapter 7.

11



Ghapter 2

Servovalve Controlled Hydraulic Actuators

This Chapter serves to familiarize fhe reader with hydraulic actuation systems. In

Section 2.I, the components making up a typical servovalve controlled hydraulic system

are introduced and the operation of the circuit is described. Common problems with such

systems are characterized in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 develops the mathematical model

for a valve controlled hydraulic positioning system. The effects of the faults can be

captured in the model by adjusting the appropriate parameters.

2.1. Operation

A typical servovalve controlled hydraulic actuation system is shown in Figure Z.I. It

consists of th¡ee main components, namely the actuator, the servovalve and the hydraulic

power supply (not shown). The hydraulic power supply delivers hydraulic fluid to the

high-pressure port of the servovalve at a (nominally) constant pressure, typically 3.5 to

2l }/.Pa (500 to 3000 psi). The actuator consists of two cylindrical chambers separated by

a piston. A rod is attached to the piston to serve as the link between the actuator and the

load. The servovalve regulates the motion of the actuator by controlling the fluid flows to

and from the actuator chambers

L2



high return
pressure to
supply reservoir

(a)

1! direction of

Figure 2.1

o,Jlnl." '"1:'n
supply reservoir

(b)

Operation of a typical hydraulic actuation system: a) directions of fluid flows and
actuator motion for positive valve spool displacements; b) directions of ftuid flows
and actuator motion for negative valve spool displacements.
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'With reference to Figule 2.Ia,when the valve spool is displaced to the right, the high-

pressure supply is connected to the left actuator chamber. Simultaneously, the right

chamber is connected to the fluid reservoir, which is generally kept at atmospheric

pressure. Vy'hen the valve spool is displaced to the left, as shown in Figure 2.1b, the

connections are reversed. When the valve opens, the net flow of fluid causes a pressure

differential across the piston that causes the piston, rod and load to move.

Position control of the system is achieved by monitoring the position of the actuator and

closing the loop. Similarly, by closing the loop, force control of the actuator can be

carried out by measuring the contact force between the actuator and the load. To realize

the closed-loop control, some means of positioning the valve is required. This task may

be accomplished by the nozzle-fTapper servovalve, shown schematically in Figure 2.2.

The nozzle-flapper servovalve converts an electrical command into a proportional

displacement of the valve spool. As such, nozzle-fTapper servovalves are commonly used

in fluid power control systems.

With reference to Figure 2.2, the nozzle-fTapper servovalve utilizes a torque motor and a

nozzle-flapper arrangement to create the force imbalance required to position the valve

spool and control the flow of fluid to the actuator. The torque motor consists of a

permanent magnet, an armature, and a DC current coil. The permanent magnet holds the

armature in a neutral position. When a current is applied to the coil, an additional

magnetic flux is generated which gives rise to a rotation of the armature. Since the

armature is coupled to the flapper, the rotation of the armature causes the displacement of

flapper from its neutral position. This in turn generates a pressure differential across the

t4



closed ends of the valve spool. The force imbalance causes the valve spool to move and

connect the high-pressure fluid supply to one control port and the fluid reservoir to the

other control port. Finally, as the valve spool moves, the feedback spring exerts a

restoring torque upon the armature through the flapper. When the restoring torque caused

by the feedback spring is equal to the torque exerted by the armature, the flapper comes

to rest in its neutral position and the pressure differential across the closed ends of the

spool is relieved. Thus, the valve spool comes to rest in a position proportional to the

magnitude and sign of the coil current. It should be noted that some new designs

eliminate the feedback spring by using an electronic control loop to monitor the position

of the valve spool.

coil

/\
armature

flapper

nozzle

magnet

feedback
spring

valve spool

Figure 2.2 Schematic of a nozzle-flapper servovalve with mechanical feedback.
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2.2. Common Faults

Among the common problems associated with hydraulic systems is the leakage of

hydraulic fluid from the fittings and lines that connect the components of the system

together. Hydraulic fluid may also leak across the seals that allow relative motion

between mechanical components. Depending upon whether the hydraulic fluid is lost to

the atmosphere or is displaced to another location within the hydraulic circuit, the

leakages may be classified as external and internal, respectively.

One type of internal leakage fault is the leakage of fluid acïoss the actuator piston seal

that closes the gap between the moveable piston and the cylinder wall. Depending upon

the design of the seal, a small amount of fluid flow between the pressurized actuator

chambers may be normal. Alternatively, the seal may be designed such that the fluid loss

between the chambers is negligible as long as the working pressures of the actuator

remain below a specified limit. However, since the seal is made of an elastomeric

material, it wears as the actuator ages. Furthermore, if the hydraulic fluid becomes

contaminated due to ineffective filtration, particles of debris may become trapped

between the cylinder wall and accelerate the wear of the seal. As the seal wears, more

fluid is allowed to flow past the piston and between the chambers of the actuator.

Although no fluid is lost, the dynamic performance of the system is affected by leakage

across the piston seal since only a portion of the flow delivered by the servovalve is

available to move the piston against the load. The net effect of a faulty piston seal is to

increase the damping characteristics of the actuator as the degree of leakage increases. In

the case where the piston seal fails completely, the actuator will lose the ability to
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manipulate the load. A severe piston seal fault allows approximately 30%o of the

servovalve flow to flow between the actuator chambers (Le et al., 1997 ,1998).

Wear of the elastomer seals separating the actuator rods and the cylinder may result in the

external leakage of hydraulic fluid to the atmosphere. As in the case of a leaking piston

seal, rod seal leaks tend to increase the damping of the system and result in a more

sluggish response. An external leak due to a failure of a hydraulic supply line or due to a

faulty connection between a system component and the line may also occur and cause

similar effects on the performance of the system. In extreme cases, it is possible that

nearly the entire volume of fluid supplied to the circuit by the servovalve will be lost.

Wearing actuator seals also result in changes to the friction characteristics of the actuator,

which affects its mechanical damping and hence the resulting dynamic performance.

'

Skormin et al. (1994) report that excessive friction in an actuator may be signified by a

I0o/o increase in the equivalent viscous damping coefficient.

An internal leakage fault may also occur in the variable displacement piston (VDP) pump

that supplies the high-pressure hydraulic fluid to the system. The VDP pump utilizes a

number of reciprocating pistons that draw in fluid from the reservoir and expel it at high

pressure, as a consequence of their inward/outward motion. The rate of fluid delivery and

hence the supply pressure may be controlled by changing the pistons' stroke or by

changing the speed of the shaft driving the pump. Degradations in the performance of

VDP pumps are generally caused by air, water, and particle contamination of the

hydraulic fluid (Skormin and Apone, 1995) which accelerates the wear of pump

components. The clearances within the unit will then begin to fall out of the design
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tolerances and excessive internal fluid leakage and an accompanying increase in friction

between pump components results. The increase in internal leakage and friction within

the VDP leads to a power supply that must work harder to provide the hydraulic system

with the required hydraulic pressure and flow rate. Furthermore, there exists a dynamic

coupling between the output pressure of the VDP and the magnitude of the pump internal

leakage (see SchoenarL et aL.,1990). Hence, the ability of the VDP to maintain the desired

supply pressure or flow rate given sudden changes in the demand for fluid is affected by

magnitude of the pump internal leakage fault. A l0%o to 20%o increase in the pump

internal leakage above normal is characteristic of a faulty VDP (Skormin et al., 1994;

Skormin and Apone, 1995).

On most commercially available power supplies, adjustment of a pressure relief valve

sets the nominal pump supply pressure. In the event of a malfunction in the pressure

relief valve, the pump pressure may increase or decrease from nominal. A drop in system

supply pressure reduces the flow capabilities of the valve and thus affects the dynamic

performance of the system. Furthermore, valve controlled hydraulic systems are most

efficient when designed such that the maximum load pressure is approximately 68Yo of

the nominal supply pressure (Meritt, 1967). Therefore, a drop in supply pressure also

leads to a less eff,rcient system. In extreme cases, a drop in supply pressure could lead to

the stalling of the actuator against the load. In applications such as aerospace, this could

have disastrous consequences. A drop in supply pressure may also be the result of a

leaking supply line, or the blockage of a high-pressure filter. Recent studies have

indicated that in severe cases, the supply pressure may be reduced to between 40%o

(Crowther et al.,1998) and 60%o (Niksefat and Sepehri, 2000) of the nominal value. An
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increase in supply pressure due to a faulty pressure relief valve tends to increase the flow

gain of the servovalve and in some cases may lead to an unstable closed-loop system. In

addition, in the extreme event where the pressure relief valve remains closed, the supply

pressure will rise substantially and lead to the destruction of the VDP due to overpressure

(Tan and Sepehri, 2001).

Another common problem with hydraulic systems is the change in the effective bulk

modulus (EBM) of the hydraulic fluid. The EBM is associated with the hydraulic

stiffness or compliance of the system, which affects the ability of the actuator to work

against a load. As the magnitude of the EBM increases, so does the hydraulic stiffness.

Thus, the system is less compliant and better able to attenuate the effects of disturbances.

Note, however, that this is only true if the hydraulic stiffness is much less than the

mechanical stiffness of the linkages between the actuator and the load as well as those

between the actuator and the structure to which it is affixed. Increasing the EBM also

increases the magnitude of the hydraulic natural frequency, thereby yielding a system

with a quicker response. As the magnitude of the EBM decreases, the hydraulic stiffness

decreases and the system becomes more compliant (less able to attenuate disturbances)

and more sluggish.

Changes of the EBM from normal arc generally the result of excess air or water in the

hydraulic fluid. In addition to degrading the perforïnance of the system, air or water

contamination gives rise to the possibility of cavitation problems andlor corrosion of the

mechanical components. The external leakage of hydraulic fluid may cause the aeration

of the fluid remaining in the system, which has the tendency of reducing the EBM.
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Entrained air may cause the EBM to decrease by I0% (Skormin and Apone, 1995) to

20% (Skormin et al., 1994). Conversely, when water is allowed to accumulate in the

hydraulic fluid, the EBM is increased as water has a higher density than the petroleum

based hydraulic fluids. An increase in the EBM of l\Yo from nominal is a good indicator

of excess water in the hydraulic fluid (Skormin and Apone, 1995).

In many applications, a filter installed in the return line cleans the hydraulic fluid before

it is returned to the reservoir. This is done to remove any particles of debris that are

carried in the fluid due to the normal wear of components or enter due to leaks. Filtering

the fluid before returning it to the tank reduces the possibility of contaminants entering

the pump and causing excessive wear. However, as the return line filter becomes blocked

with debris, it creates a flow restriction that increases the system backpressure. This

affects the servovalve flow characteristics and hence the dynamic performance of the

system. Excessive pressure in the return line may also damage the servovalve by

rupturing the flexure tube that connects the flapper to the torque motor.

Closed-loop control and condition monitoring systems also rely on a multitude of sensors

to relay quantitative information about the system states by converting the appropriate

metrics to electrical signals. Typical faults associated with sensors are sensor gain drift

Q'üiksefat and Sepehli, 2001b) and sensor malfunction. The sensor gain drift causes a

measurement inconsistent with the original calibration while a sensor malfunction may

cause an intermittent or noisy output signal. A complete loss of the sensor output is also

possible. The net effect of the sensor faults is to relay incorrect observations of the
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system states to the controller, which in turn causes incorrect control action resulting in

degradation in the performance of the hydraulic system.

2.3. MathematicalModeling

The schematic of a typical

nomenclature for mathematical

hydraulic positioning system with the appropriate

modeling is shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3 Schematic of a typical hydraulic positioning system and the nomenclature associated
with the system model.

The Newtonian mechanics governs the motion of the actuator, which may be subjected to

an unknown disturbing force,f¿, by the following equation,

mio +b*o Í bo = ¿(Pr- P)- fo (2.r)
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where x, is the position of the actuator and m is the combined mass of the piston, rod, and

load. b is the equivalent viscous damping resulting from friction between the piston and

the cylinder walls. Æ is the spring constant of the load and I is the annulus area of the

piston. P ¡ and P2 denote the pressures in the actuator chambers.

The time rates of change of the chamber pressures, þ,r,=,,rr, are defined by the continuity

equation for a compressible fluid volume:

r, =fE øi,.i -lQo*., -t,l (2.2)

where p is the effective bulk modulus of the system, V¡ is the volume of chamber i, and

the summatiott [ø., , -\8o,,,,) represents the net rate of fluid flow entering or leaving

chamber i. The rate of change of the volume of chamber i is denoted by V,. Thus, the first

derivatives of the time dependencies of the chamber pressures may be written as

,,: 
#f8,-u, -q, - Ai,f

and

P, = ,. | ,l-e, -r, + q, + A* o]. Vr(, o), 
p¿

The chamber volumes vary with the actuator position according to

Vr(x ):Vr,,u +Vo + Ax,

(2.3)

(2.4)
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and

Vr(x ) =Vü," +Vo - Ax, (2.6)

where Z, is the equivalent to the volume of either chamber when the piston is centered in

the cylinder and V¡¡n" is the volume of oil contained in the line connecting the actuator to

the servovalve.

The general turbulent orifice equations describing the flow through the servovalve are

given as (Merritt, 196l)

Q, = C,,wx,,

Q, = C,wx,

x,20 (2.7)

and

Q, = C,wx,

Q, = C,wx,

WP,- P)t, x" <0

In equations (2.7) and (2.8), p is the mass density of the hydraulic fluid, G is the valve

coefficient of discharge, and w is the slot width of the port through which the fluid flows.

Note that equations (2.7) and, (2.8) assume the valve ports are matched and symmetrical.

Furthermore, it is assumed that the supply pressure; P", as well as the pressure in the line

connecting the exhaust port of the servovalve to the tank, P", are constants'

(2.8)

2(P, - Pr)

p

2(P2 - P")

p

2(P, - P2)

p
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Similarly, the leakage flows can be approximated as turbulent orifices (Thompson et al''

1999b) bY

6;
Qz =ctzdtzlî

4t : Cttatt

and

Q,=C¡ã¡

(2.e)

(2.r0)

(2.r1)zlP,-Prlsgn(p,-pr)
p

where Ctt, Ctz and C¡are the effective discharge coefficients of the leakage orifices and

atr, at2 and a¡are the effective areas of the leakage orifices' The signum function is

utilized in equation (2.t1) to accommodate the directionality of the leakage across the

piston seal.

The position of the servovalve spool, xu, is determined by a current controlled torque

motor. It is widely accepted that for an accurate description of the valve spooi dynamics'

a third or higher order model is required (Thayer, 1965; Nikiforuk et al'' 1969; de

Pennington el al., lg74). However' in the control systems literature' it is often the case

that the relationship between the torque motor current and the position of the valve spool

is modeled as an equivalent first-order or second-orderlagQ'{iksefat and Sepehri' 2000'

2001a,2001b; Thompson et al,, |999b; Nam e/ al., 2000; Alleyne, |996). Either

2n
p
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approach to modeling the servovalve is valid, provided the frequency response

characteristics of the load are much slower than those of the valve.

In this work the dynamics of the servovalve are modeled as a second-order lag for two

reasons. First, the second-order lag model approximates the dynamics over a larger range.

Secondly, the actuator contributes at least 90" of phase lag due to its inherent integration.

Together with the intrinsic high-order servovalve dynamics, this may cause system

instability, which would go unnoticed at the design stage if the first-order model were

used. Consequently, the second-order lag model is generaily more suited to the design of

both position and force control loops since it yields more realistic servovalve phase

information. The relationship between the torque motor cuffent and the spool position is

modeled as

t(t..2(., Iu=_l "xu*-xufxulkr la¡í av )
(2.t2)

where z is the torque motor cuffent, xu is the valve spool position, k, is the valve spool

position gain and ø, and Ç are the equivalent second-order natural frequency and

damping ratio, respectively.

By assembling equations (2.1) through (2.I2) the nonlinear state equations of the

hydraulic system may be written as:
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For x, )Q,

*o

ú^

P,

=V p

= *(- *, - bv o + dr, - ,arr)- )¡,

=ffi("'*.'

xr :1,

i, = -atf,x,, -ZÇ,ouv, + k,alju

and for x, 10

,,J

- u"r)

Pr)+ A

*,, = t,,

i,, = -af,x,, -2Ç,,tt),,v,, + k,,alu

In equations (2.13) and (2.14) the output is the actuator position, xr, andthe inputs are the

torque motor current, u, and the disturbingforce,f¿.

To develop control strategies for nonlinear systems based upon the linear design

techniques, such as the QFT, it is necessary to derive a representative transfer function

through alinearization of the dynamic equations. Such a linearízation may be carried out

(2.t4)



by first considering a Taylor series expansion about some general operating point and

neglecting the second and higher order terms. Next, the system transfer function can be

derived through Laplace transformations of the resulting state equations.

Hydraulic actuation systems possess a number of nonlinearities such as friction and the

servovalve flows, which are subject to the square root law of the orifice equation. In

addition, joint limits may also cause the saturation of the actuator and valve spool. Here,

as in many studies Qrliksefat and Sepelui,2000,200Ia,2001b; Thompson et al., 1999b;

Pachter et al., 1997; Alleyne,1996), friction is not included directly in the mathematical

model. Notwithstanding, if need be, friction can be inserted into the model as a disturbing

force that acts on the piston. Furthermore, the mechanical saturations may be neglected

from the analysis if they are purposefully avoided. The nonlinear servovalve and leakage

flows, however, must be considered in the mathematical model and hence must be

linearized.

The servovalve flows, equations (2.7)

point, denoted by the subscript o. The

matched and symmetrical ports are

Qt : Qt" + K r(x, - x,o) - K r(Pt - P,.)

and

Q' = Qzo + K r(x, - xuo) + K r(p, - pr")

and (2.8) are lineaÅzed about a general operating

linearized servovalve flows, for a servovalve with

(2.ts)

(2.16)
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Since the valve ports are matched and symmetrical, the pressures, P¡ and P2, will rise

above and below P,l2+P" by equal amounts so that the pressure drops across each of

the valve orif,rces are identical. Thus, the flow gain, K¡ may be defined as

*, :rnf{ru r,") = cu* (x" > o)

(x" < o)

(2.17)

and

*, =r,*f {r, *)=c¿w (2.18)

Similarly, the pressure gain, Ko, is

tl C uwx,o

" 
^l2p(P, 

- P,")

and

t -Cuwxun

' 
^lzp(p, 

- Pr")

C owx,o

lrwÐ

-C¡wx,o

(x, > o)

(", < o)

(2.1e)

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

The leakage flows may also be linearized using a Taylor series expansion as

Qt=Qrc+K,r(Pr-n")

Çlz=8zo+K,r(Pr-Pr,,)

?(r,.
p

?@,"
p

g ¡ : Q ¡o +[K,(P, - Pr") - K,(P, -P ,)]
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where the linear leakage gains, K¡, K2, and K¡ are

(2.2s)

K,= (2.26)

To write the linear state equations, the states may be considered to be perturbations from

their operating point values, e.g. Lxo:xo-xpo. Assuming the actuator starts from

equilibrium, the time derivatives of states at the operating points ate zero, e.g. * oo = 0 .

Thus, the set of linear state equations that describes the dynamics of the hydraulic

actuation system may be written as

tl - 
C,ra,,/\,^-:t! 

,l2pPr"

io=Lvo

i o = L-Çt*, - duv, + AAp, - AApr)- **,
,, = #l*, *, - K oM, - Krê4 - x,(nr, - Lp,)- ALv of

, = 
#f- 

u r*, - K oM, - Kt2Lp2 + K,(Lp, - npr)* ALv o]

*, = Av,

i 
" = -a¡| Ax, -2Ç,a,Lv, + k,øj Lu

c,a,

,Fn-P,l

(2.24)

(2.27)
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To obtain an equivalent system, whose transfer function blocks are

the Laplace transforms of equations (2.27) may be

V =Vo *Vt,," = const (Men'itt, 1967) to give

x oG) = P(s)U(s) - P¿(s)F¿(s)

The transfer functions, P(s) arñ P¿(s), are written as follows:

P(s):

shown in Figure 2.4,

reduced, assuming

(2.28)

k,r" AþKtþVs + pçX,r* K,r +zK))
sz +2Ç,at,s + al (ms2 +bs + k)D(s) +2A2 pVs2 + A2 p2 (K^ r K,, +2K r)s

(2.2e)

and

Pr(s) =
D(s)

(ms2 +bs + k)D(s)+2A2 BVs' * A'pt (Ku + K,r+2K)s

where

D(s) = V's' + pV (2K 
e +2K,+ Kr, + K,r)t

+ p'(K', + K o(zKi + K,, + K,r)+ K,(K,, + K,r)+ K,rK,r)

(2.30)

(2.3t)

XoG)

Figure 2.4 Block diagram of the linearized model relating the position, Xnß), of the actuator to
the control signal, U(s), and the disturbingforce, F¿(s).

u(s)

Fls)
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Chapter 3

Experimental Test Station

A typical electrohydraulic actuation system is made up of many mechanical devices and

sensors that are subject to problems associated with wear and aging. The combined

effects of wear and age cause the physical characteristics of these components to

gradually change over time and thus give rise to the faulty operation of the system.

Similarly, faults occur when a malfunction or failure in the system causes a sudden

change in the operating characteristics of a particular component or group of components.

Studying the effect of sensor faults on the operation of an actual hydraulic system is

straightforward since the typical problems associated with faulty sensors are electrical in

nature. Where a computerized data acquisition system is used, the experimental

simulation of sensor faults can be easily accomplished through the accompanying

software. Conversely, the experimental simulation of faults in the mechanical

components is more diffrcult since it is often the case that some physical parameters must

be varied to achieve the desired faulty operation. Thus, to experimentally investigate the

effects of faulty mechanical components, additional components must be integrated into

the hydraulic circuit to simulate the faults. This Chapter describes an experimental test

station, which has been designed and constructed to simulate the common faults

described in Section 2.2. The features of the test rig and the methods by which the faults
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are simulated are described in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 gives the relevant system

parameters.

3.1. Description of the Test Station

Figure 3.1 shows a simplified schematic of the hydraulic test station developed in this

work to allow the experimental simulation of faults in the hydraulic system. The system

consists of a fault simulation circuit (Figure 3.2) that can be made to interact with an

environment, as well as a second hydraulic actuation circuit which acts as a dynamic load

simulator. The dynamic load simulator is shown in Figure 3.3. Both systems are mounted

to a reinforced steel table and are supplied with filtered hydraulic fluid from a common

hydraulic power supply. The power supply is capable of delivering fluid at a maximum

pressure of approximately 21. MPa (see Figure 3.4).

The fault simulator consists of a main actuator controlled by a high-performance, closed-

center nozzle-flapper servovalve. The heavy-duty, double-rod actuator, manufactured by

Parker (Parker Hannifin Corp., 1997) has a 38.1 mm bore, an annulus area of 633 mm2

and a 610 mm stroke. A Moog D765 servovalve is used to control the flow in the circuit.

The D765 is a modern servovalve that replaces the mechanical feedback spring with a

linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) that measures the position of the spool.

The spool position loop is then closed via integrated electronics that allow the spool to be

positioned proportionally to the input command signal. The LVDT output and hence the

position of the valve spool can also be monitored. The D765 flows 34 Llmin at

2l MPa and has a rise time of 2 msec (Moog Inc., fonn no. 500-300 601).
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of the experimental test rig.
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Figure 3.2 Fault simulation circuit.

Figure 3.3 Dynamic load simulator.
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Figure 3.4 Hydraulic power supply.

Two Ashcroft-Kl series transducers with a 0-21 MPa range and a full-scale accuracy of

+05% relay fluid pressure information at the supply and return ports of the servovalve.

Two Sensotech-FPG pressure transducers with a range of 0-21 MPa and a full-scale

accuracy of +0.1olo measure the hydraulic pressures at the control ports. This fluid

pressure information, together with the spool position information provided by the

LVDT, allow the actual servovalve flow parameters to be identified. The information

provided by the servovalve instrumentation can also be used to monitor the effects of

wear as the valve ages. Two additional Sensotech-FPG transducers measure the fluid

pressure at the actuator chambers and remove the effects of the pressure drop due to the

plumbing between the servovalve and the actuator. A rotary encoder with a resolution of

1024 counts/revolution establishes the relative position of the actuator. An S-beam type
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load cell measures the contact force between the main actuator of the fault simulator and

the load.

Two slave actuators are employed in the fault simulator to simulate an adjustable viscous

damping load. Aside from the slightly larger annulus arca of 942 mm2, the slave actuators

are identical to the main actuator. Two Sensotech-FPG pressure transducers mounted in

the ports of the slave actuator chambers allow the time response of viscous force to be

evaluated. Together with the slave actuator, an adjustable mass mounted to the main

actuator rod and a replaceable spring, rigidly mounted to the test station base, allow the

simulation of position, velocity and acceleration dependent loads. The remainder of the

mechanical components and instrumentation making up the fault simulation circuit allow

various faults to be simulated experimentally and are illustrated in Figure 3.5.

Referring to Figure 3.5, the piston seal leakage is simulated by bypassing fluid across the

piston. This is achieved by connecting the two chambers of the actuator and controlling

the flow by an adjustable needle valve. The flow rate is measured using a positive-

displacement flow meter. To simulate the external leakage, the flow of fluid from either

of the servovalve ports may be bypassed to the reservoir by adjusting the appropriate

flow control valves. A standard needle valve or a temperature-pressure compensated

valve may be used to set the desired external leakage flow. Such an arrangement gives

the experimenter the flexibility to select either a pressure dependent leakage flow or a

leakage with a more constant flow rate. The outputs of the leakage flow control valves

are measured using positive-displacement flow meters. To simulate intemal pump

leakages, fluid is bled from the high-pressure supply line before the servovalve and is
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bypassed to the tank. The flow rate is controlled by an adjustable needle valve and is

measured by a positive displacement flow meter.

slave actuator

position
encoder

f----\ 
pressure

transducer

increasing
viscous friction

needle valve

main actuatorload cell --l\

flow
meter

hioh oressure- iirter ---=-f

ball valve

\
change in

bulk modulus

t-
ILf_

accumulator

temperature-pressure
compensated flow

control valve

reducing-relieving
valve

fluid supply fluid return

Schematic of the fault simulation circuit including instrumentation and fault
producing components (enclosed by dashed lines).

l: ; --- r-:r-l

piston seal leakage

Figure 3.5
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Changing the EBM is accomplished by accumulators that can be connected directly to

either of the actuator chambers. While the EBM is not modified directly, altering the

pressure transients using accumulators simulates changes in the EBM. In concept, the use

of accumulators here is similar to the approach taken by (Plummer and Vaughan, 1996)

where two dead oil volumes connected to each of the actuator chambers was found to

shift both the hydraulic natural frequency and the damping ratio.

To simulate the pump supply pressure fault, pressure reducing-relieving valves were

installed between the outlets of the power supply and the high-pressure filters of the fault

simulator and load simulator. The appropriate adjustment of these valves allows the

supply pressures available to the fault and load simulation circuits to be set

independently.

The flow restriction resulting from a partially blocked return line filter is created by an

adjustable needle valve placed in the return line. To prevent overpressure in the event that

the needle valve is accidentally fully closed, a relief valve has also been installed. The

reliefvalve bypasses fluid around the needle valve, should the upstream pressure exceed

a predetermined value. The viscous load force generated slave cylinder can be used to

simulate increased or decreased dynamic friction due to seal wear.

The dynamic load simulator consists of a servovalve controlled hydraulic actuator. With

the exception of a shorter 305 mm stroke, the actuator is identical to the main actuator of

the fault simulation circuit. A Moog 3l series servovalve, an aerospace grade, closed-

center nozzle-flapper type has been used. The Moog 31 is capable of delivering fluid at a

rate of 26 Llmin to the load simulation circuit when operated at2l MPa (Moog Inc., form
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no. 500-68 394) and has a rise time of approximately 1.5 msec (Thayer, 1965). Three

Ashcroft-Kl series pressure transducers monitor the fluid pressures in the actuator

chambers as well as the pressure of fluid supplied to the valve. In this work, the dynamic

load simulator is not used. Instead, the main actuator of the fault simulator is loaded by a

spring type environment that will be described later, in Section 5.2.

Completing the hydraulic test rig is the data acquisition system that is comprised of two

personal computers (PCs). The PCs are configured such that the fault simulation circuit

and the dynamic load simulation circuit each have a dedicated processor. A DAS-16F

input/output (yO) board is installed in each PC and each board is capable of monitoring

16 single-ended analog to digital input channels whilst supporting 2 channels of digital to

analog output. All sensor outputs are directed to the appropriate I/O board with the

exception of the rotary position encoders, which are supported by independent Metrabyte

M5312 quadrature incremental encoder cards installed in each PC. Since the output of the

DAS-16F is unipolar, both output channels are required to generate the servovalve

command signals. As with the instrumentation, each servovalve is controlled by the

appropriate PC.

By establishing a connection between the PCs on the local area network (LAN) through

the implementation of the appropriate clienlserver software application, the two PCs, and

hence the fault simulation and load simulation circuits can be synchronized. The

development of such a software application is relatively straightforward using

commercially available software development tools but is beyond the scope of this thesis.

In addition to allowing the two PCs to operate in tandem, computational tasks too
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demanding to be carried out by a single processor can be spread amongst the two PCs

through the LAN connection. This arrangement should suffice to support the continued

development of FTC and FDI strategies at the University of Manitoba. In addition, with

the continuing advancement of Internet communications technology it is a clear

possibility that both industrial and academic researchers from other institutions may be

able to run experiments on this test rig via the Intemet. A software architecture that

would support a generic control structure, however, is required. Again, the development

of such software is beyond the scope of this thesis.

3.2. System Parameters

The nonlinear state equations, (2.I3) and (2.14), the linear state equations (2.27) and the

equivalent transfer function, equation (2.28), are the general dynamic equations for a

valve controlled hydraulic actuator. Therefore, they may be used to model the

experimental test station. Furthermore, the dynamic equations presented in Section 2.3

were derived to include the effects of the faults. Thus, numerical simulation of the faults

may be carried out simply by adjusting the appropriate parameters in the dynamic model.

It should be noted that the dynamic equations for the position control of the load

simulation circuit are slightly more compact due to the elimination of the internal and

external leakage coefficients. The dynamic equations for the force control of the fault

simulation or load simulation circuits may be derived using equations (2.1)

through (2.12).
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To implement a numerical simulation of the hydraulic test rig, knowledge of the

appropriate system parameters is required. To obtain the system parameters,

representative of the fault and load simulation circuits, the relevant literature was

consulted. Where possible, the system parameters were either obtained directly, or

estimated from the available manufacturer's catalogs. Table 3.I lists the system

parameters for the fault simulator and, where available, the reference from which the

value has been obtained. A similar list of system parameters for the dynamic load

simulator is given inTable 3.2.
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Table 3.1 System parameters of the fault simulator.

Parameter Symbol Value Units Reference
Pump

nominal supply pressure

nominal return pressure
P,
P^

0to2l
variable

MPa

MPa
Actuator

mass (rod and piston)
bore

rod diameter

effective piston area

stroke length

viscous damping coeffìcient

chamber volume (ram centered)

line volume (between actuator and
servovalve ports)
internal/external leakage discharge
coefficient
internal/external leakage areas

m

do

d,
A
I

V^

V r¡ru

C n,C D,C i

Cl¡¡, d¡2, d¡

10.0

3 8.1

25.4

633.0

609.6

r 000.0

192.1

41.8

0.70

variable

kg
mm

mm
2

mm
mm

N's/m

cm3

3cm

Thompson e/

al. ,1999b

Thompson el
al. ,1999b

Servovalve (Moog D765)

min/max input voltage

min/max spool displacecment

spool position gain

discharge coefficient
flow port slot width

2nd order natural frequency (P, : 21 MPa)

2nd order damping ratio (P. = 21 MPa)

U min/max

X v,m¡¡t/max

k,,

LT

tl)

4,,

ç,,

-10 to +10

-0.406 to +0.406

0.0406

0.6

20.75

150

10.s I

V

mm

mm/V

mm

Hz

Moog Inc.,
form no. 500-

300 601

Moog Inc.,
form no. 500-

300 60r
Moog Inc.,

form no. 500-
300 601

Hydraulic Fluid (MIL5606B)
nominal density
nominal effective bulk modulus

p
ß

847

689
kg/m3

MPa
Mertitt,196'/
Merritt. 1967
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Table 3.2 System parameters of the load simulator.

nominal supply pressure

mass (rod and piston)
bore

rod diameter

effective piston area
stroke length

viscous damping coefücient

chamber volume (ram centered)
line volume (befween actuator and

6.0

38.1

2s.4

633.0
304.8

1000.0

96.1

14.7

kg
mm

mm

mmt
mm

N's/m

"m'
cm'

Thompson et
al. ,1999b

Servovalve (l\.{oogÐ

min/max input current

min/max spool displacecment

spool position gain
discharge coeffìcient
flow port slot widrh

2"d order natural frequency (p, :21 Mpa)
2\rrcl=9rnp;ing ratio (p. = 2l Mpa)

U ninìnox

X v,nin/max

k,,

w

ú)v

(,

-10 to +10

-0.381 to +0.381

0.03 8 t

0.65

ma

mm

mm/V

mm

Hz

Moog Inc.,
forrn no. 500-

68 394
Moog Inc.,

form no. 500-
68 394

Thayer, 1965

Hydrautic fruialffisOõen¡
nominal density
nominal effective bulk modulus Mercitt,lg6i
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Chapter 4

Controller Design

In this chapter, the quantitative feedback theory (eFT) is used to design a set of fixed-
gain' linear time invariant (LTI) controllers for an electrohydraulic positioning system

with a faulty actuator piston seal. The resulting eFT controllers allow the realization of
the design specifications, including robust reference tracking and robust closed-loop

stability for a number of differing operating points as well as for various levels of fluid
leakage across the piston seal' In section 4.r, abrief overview of the QFT design process

is given' section 4'2 outlines the QFT design process towards synthesizing position

controllers tolerant to piston seal faults.

4.1. QFT Design process

The block diagram of a typical feedback control system is shown in Figure 4.1. The

objective of the controiler, G(s), is to reduce the sensitivity of the output , xo@), to

uncertainties in the parameters of the plant transfer function, p(s), and the effects of
disturbances, F¿(s)P¿(s). Theprefilter, F(s),is designed to shape the time response of the

output' xr(t), given a reference step input, x"(r). Assuming that only the reference signal,

x,(t), and the output signal, xo(t), can be measured, the brock diagram of Figure 4.r may

be referred to as a 2 d'egree-of-freedom (DoF) feedback structure (D, Azzo and Houpis,

i 988).
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Figure 4.1 Block diagram of a typical feedback control system.

Designing a controller via the QFT is an iterative process that involves a number of steps.

These steps are illustrated in Figure 4.2. First, the degree of uncertainty in the plant

transfer function must be characterized by developing the plant templates. Then, a set of

suitable performance specifications, such as reference tracking or stability requirements,

must be resolved. The plant templates and performance specifications are then used to

form bounds, in the frequency domain, which enable a fixed-gain LTI controller to be

synthesized via loop shaping. Finally, a pref,rlter is designed to shape the reference signal,

if required, and the performance of the control system is verified. Several iterations may

be needed to adequately satisfy the design objectives and obtain a suitable controller.

The first step in the QFT design process involves establishing the plant templates. The

plant templates capture the parameter uncertainty in the plant transfer function, P(s), as

variations in the open-loop magnitude and phase. The uncertain plant, P(s), can be

represented by a family of fixed-parameter transfer functions, P(s,a), where the vector

of uncertain parameters ) (r e f) c Rp, belongs to the compact
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O = {" ,o, .lø,,ã,li =¡2,...o}. rn. uncertain parameters , d,(i =I,2,...,p) ,are assumed

to be bounded and vary on the intervatlø,,ã,1.

Figure 4.2 QFT design process.

The templates are plotted as the boundaries of the magnitude and phase variations in

P(s,a)on the Nichols chart (a plot of the open-loop magnitude on the ordinate and the

open-loop phase on the abscissa) at specific design frequencies ) ú), as shown in

Figure 4.3. They are subsequently used in the design process to def,rne the QFT bounds.

Larger templates generally signify large variations in the uncertain paramet êts, d¡,of the

plant. However, if the templates are too large, the synthesis of a single fixed-gain LTI
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controller may be difficult, if not impossible. Thus, the nature of the templates

immediately dictates whether a single fixed-gain controller will achieve the desired

closed-loop performance or if a set of fixed-gain controllers must be used to meet the

closed-loop performance obj ectives.

Figure 4.3 Typical plant templates at various frequencies, ar(rad/sec).

Once the plant templates have been obtained, the second step in the QFT design process

is the specification of some performance criteria to be met by the closed-loop system.

The performance specifications must be given in the frequency domain as the synthesis

of the QFT controller takes place on the Nichols chart. For a I-DOF unity feedback

design problem, the QFT performance specifications can all be reduced to the following

inequality (Yaniv, 1999)

phase (deg)
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laj a) + c (i a¡)c(i dt)l 

= 
u, r,

I l+G(ja:)P(jat,a) | ' (4.r)

where 6 (a) is a frequency dependant constraint on the magnitude of the left-hand side of

equation (a.1). The particular forms of B(ia) and C(ia) depend on the closed-loop

performance specification of interest. For example, assuming Paß) : l, ã disturbance

rejection criterion may be specified in the frequency domain by setting B(ld: i and

C(Ìa): 0 to give

lx,(¡ùl I r I

lffil=l;^fiøøl=',,', (4.2)

where Mo@) is the desired upper limit on the closed-loop sensitivity to disturbances.

Since the stability of the closed-loop control system is always of importance, suitable

gain and phase margins must always be considered at this stage of the design process by

letting B(la): 0 and C(ld : P(jat,u) and rewriting equation (4.1) as

I x eU a) 
| -l c(¡ a¡)P(¡ a¡,a) 

I 
= 
, .

lX,(jat)F(jø)l lI+ G(j a;)P(ja,a)l L (4.3)

where M¿ is the desired upper limit on the closed-loop magnitude that must be satisfied

for all ø e [0,"o) .

The reference tracking is a 2-DOF problem that constrains the magnitude of the tracking

transfer function from above and below. However, the frequency domain reference
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tracking specification canbe cast in the form of equation (a.1) by setting B(la):0 and

C(ia) : F(jø)P(jat,a) and by including the lower magnitude constraint:

tr, u ùt =l*ffi|lffi} v, <,,>t (4.4)

Tr(la) and Tu(ja) are the lower and upper magnitude constrains on the closed-loop

tracking transfer function. Other performance criteria, such as control effort minimization

and sensor noise rejection, can also be specified by the appropriate reformulation of

equation (4.1).

When the desired system performance specif,rcations have been determined, they are used

along with the plant templates to generate QFT bounds. QFT bounds must be defined for

each design specification (i.e. reference tracking, robust stability, etc.), at a number of

design frequencies, a¡ (j =1,2,...2), chosen over the system's bandwidth . The QFT

bounds can be thought of as transformations of the closed-loop performance

specifications to equivalent constraints on the magnitudes of the open-loop transfer

tunctions, lCç¡at¡Vç¡r,o)1. They are ploned on the Nichols charr.

The QFT bounds, for each performance specifrcation, can be determined by first selecting

a nominal plant, denoted by P(¡at,a.,), fro- the set P(s,a). Then, taking lcç¡a|=11,

a controller phase angle, lc(jdt)=þ, is assumed. For each design frequency, a¡, the

following procedure is followed: (i) translate the template by /"in phase, (ii) adjustthe

open-loop gain until the closed-loop inequality of interest, for example equation (4.3), is

satisfied, (iii) markthe magnitude-phase points of the translatedP(ja¡,u)on the Nichols
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chart, (iv) repeat (i) to (iii) for other values of þ e [0",-360"] , and (v) connect the loci of

points to obtain the QFT bounds corresponding to each design frequency.

Composite bounds are determined next by taking the union of the bounds corresponding

to each of the frequency domain specifications. The resulting composite bounds may be

open or closed. An open bound, shown in Figure 4.4, is satisfied when the magnitude of

the open-loop system at the corresponding design frequency lies on or above the curve.

Conversely, if the magnitude of the open-loop system lies below an open bound, the

corresponding design specification will not be satisf,red. To satisfy a closed bound, the

magnitude and phase of the open-loop system at a given design frequency must not lie

within the interior of the corresponding closed bound (shown in Figure 4.4).

The next step in the QFT design process is known as loop shaping. Loop shaping

involves the synthesis of a magnitude-phase curve, known as the nominal loop,

L(¡at,uo), that satisfies the composite bounds. A satisfactory L(¡at,uo ) h"s on or above

the open composite bounds and outside of the closed composite bounds (see Figure 4.5).

Synthesis of L(ja4ao) is accomplished by cascading poles and zeros in series with

P(¡a4uo) such that the composite bounds are satisfied. The corresponding controller,

G(ic't), may then be extracted from L(¡ø,oo) by dividing out the transfer function of

the nominal plant, P(jø,uo), in the Laplace domain. Thus, loop shaping enables one to

synthesize a controller that satisfies the desired frequency domain performance

specifications for all the plants P(ja4a). In the case of reference tracking problems, a
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prefilter, F(jr),must also be synthesized,to shape the step response of the closed-loop

system.

50

40
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'10

Figure 4.4 Typical composite bounds for a robust stability and robust reference tracking
problem.

The final step in the QFT design process is to verifli that the design specifications are met

by simulating the closed-loop system for as many of the plants in P(s, u) as feasible. This

should be done before implementing the controller on the real system. If the simulations

reveal that the design specifications are violated, the controller and prefilter may have to

be fine-tuned. This is accomplished by readjusting the nominal loop, L(¡at,uo), on the

Nichols chart and then refining the prefilter until performance of the closed-loop system

is found to be acceptable.
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Figure 4.5 Nominal loop, L(ja4al, which satisfies the composite bounds.

4.2. Application of QFT to the Electrohydraulic Positioning System

4.2.1. Problem Seúup

In order to design the QFT controllers, it was necessary to specify the conditions under

which the positioning system shall be expected to operate. First, by considering a typical

application, the type of load the actuator will manipulate was determined. Then, the range

of internal leakages that the FTC strategy will be expected to accommodate was

quantified. Finally, a method by which the magnitude-phase characteristics of the

hydraulic actuation circuit may be obtained, so that the plant templates can be defined,

was established.

cn
E
oE
==c
o)o
E
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A typical application of the hydraulic actuation circuit described in Section 2.i is in the

positioning of control surfaces in large aircraft. Here, wind loads acting upon the control

surfaces during flight maneuvers create disturbing forces that cause the control surface to

deflect from the desired position. Hence, the closed-loop actuation system must be

capable of accurately positioning the control surface despite these disturbances. Accurate

modeling of the aerodynamic loads requires knowledge of the aircraft dynamics that in

turn depend upon a number of variables such as the aircraft speed and angle of attack.

Such an analysis has been carried out by a number of authors, Pachter et al. (1997) and

Nam e/ al. (2000), to name a few. However, others (Thompson et al., 1999b) have chosen

to neglect the complex aerodynamic loads in favor of a simple spring load. For

convenience, the latter approach was taken in this work. The magnitude of the spring

constant, k, was selected such that a reasonable pressure differential, N P,/2, across the

piston would be developed for step commands of 37 .5 mm ( = l.5 in). An inertial load

also results from the acceleration of the combined mass, m, of the actuator piston, the

actuator rod, and the linkage between the actuator and the control surface. In addition, the

inherent viscous damping characteristics of the actuator introduce a velocity dependent

loading component. The load parameters used in the development of the QFT controllers

are summarized in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Load parameters used in the development of the QFT controllers.

Paramter Symbol Value
load mass

spring constant

viscous dampine constant

m
L

b

50 kg
125 kN/m
I kN's/m
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The internal leakage of hydraulic fluid between the actuator chambers across the piston

seal was modeled as an orifice flow (Thompson et al., I999b). Therefore, the flow rate is

dependent upon the orifice coefficient of discharge, the effective orifice area, and the

fluid density, in addition to the square root of the pressure differential across the piston.

Standard values for the leakage orifice coefficient of discharge and the density of the

hydraulic fluid are 0.7 (Thornpson et al., 1999b) and,847 kg/m3 (Merritt, 1967),

respectively. In this work, the leakage orif,rce is assumed to be a circular hole in the seal

material' Thus, the effective orifice area is determined from

A, : tr"z (4.s)

where a¡ is the effective orifice area and ro is the radius of the orifice. The range of roto

be accommodated by the FTC system was selected to lie between 0 mm, the normal

operating condition, and 1.0 mm, a severe leakage. The load developed by compressing

the spring by 37.5 mm is about 4.7 kN. Thus, the static pressrire differential developed

across the piston is * 7.4 MPa. This corresponds to a maximum internal leakage flow,

for ro: 1.0 mm, of 17 Llmin. Operating at a supply pressure of 17.2 MPa the maximum

flow the servovalve can provide to the actuator is approximately 30 Limin. The relevant

FDI literature (Le et al., 1997,1998) suggests thaf a large, viz. severe, internal leakage

rate can be taken to be approximately 30% of the maximum flow available to the

actuator, in this case about 9 Llmin. With respect to the system studied herein, a leakage

orifice with a radius varying between 0 and 1.0 mm, can potentially bypass over 500/o of

the servovalve flow around the piston. This is more than adequate to characterize internal

leakage fault.
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In order to apply the QFT design technique to the nonlinear hydraulic system, the

magnitude-phase relationships of the nonlinear plant operating in both the normal and

faulty conditions must be obtained. In doing so, it is important to utilize a number of

input commands to excite the inherent nonlinearities of the system. One way to obtain the

magnitude-phase data is to run a suite of frequency response tests, varying both the

frequency and amplitude of the input sinusoid. The data could then be plotted on the

Nichols chart so that the template boundaries may be determined. Although this approach

can be carried out using the experimental test rig or by nonlinear simulations, it is

laborious. In addition, it is impossible to capture the low frequency information due to the

stalling of the actuator against the spring load. An alternate method for obtaining the

magnitude-phase data relies on establishing a family of fixed-gain linear time invariant

equivalent (LTIE) models. A LTIE model is a Laplace domain transfer function that

produces an output equivalent to that of the nonlinear system when given the same input

signal. To determine the LTIE models, it is first necessary to obtain the time histories of

representative desirable input and output signals of the nonlinear plant. The inpuloutput

signal pairs can be obtained indirectly through inverse modeling Qrliksefat and Sepehri,

2000), which may be computationally intensive. Alternatively, the input/output signal

pairs may be obtained directly through nonlinear simulations or experimentally by

cascading a high gain controller in series with the nonlinear plant, closing the loop and

adding a prefilter (Snell and Stout, 1996). The transfer function of the prefilter is chosen

to mimic the desired plant response, whereas the high gain controller is used to mask the

dynamics of the plant so that the plant output follows that of the pref,rlter. Both the plant

output and the control signal are recorded under a variety of operating conditions to yield
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the representative input/output signal pairs. The coefficients of the LTIE transfer function

polynomials can then be determined by a least squares method developed by Golubev

and Horowitz (1982). With the set of LTIE models defined, the required frequency

response data can be easily calculated.

A final technique for obtaining the magnitude-phase information is through the

linearization of the system about a number of operating points within the expected

envelope of operation. This defines a set of fixed-gain LTI transfer functions from which

the relevant frequency response data may be calculated. Unlike the LTIE models, which

are built by approximating the transfer function polynomials, the coefficients of the LTI

models are calculated directly based upon the physical parameters of the plant and the

relevant operating points. Although the particular values of the operating points may not

be obvious, they can be obtained by simulations of the nonlinear system. Proponents of

the LTIE method will be quick to point out that the LTI transfer functions obtained

through the linearization technique are valid only within a relatively small region close to

the operating point. Thus, the resulting templates may not adequately describe the

nonlinear dynamics. This argument may be valid for some dynamic systems such as

aircraft flight controls with hard nonlinearities, for example, actuator rate saturation

(Snell arrd Stout, 1996; Schaefer et al., l99I). However, the linearization approach to the

synthesis of QFT controllers for hydraulic actuation systems has been well established in

the literature Q.{iksefat and Sepehri, 2000, 2001a, 2001b; Thompson et al., 1999b:

Pachter et al., 1997). The linearization method was therefore selected for use in this

study. The details can be found in the next Section.
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4.2.2. Plant Templates

A simulation study was carried out to ascertain the operating points of the actuation

system for a number of input signals. The loop was closed using a proportional controller

and the system was simulated for three step sizes: 12.5 mm,25.0 mm, and 37 .5 mm using

the nonlinear state equations (2.13) and (2.I4), and the system parameters of Tables 3.1

and 4.1. Simulating the system for these three step sizes allowed the spring load applied

to the actuator to be varied. This had the effect of indirectly addressing the problem of

uncertainty in the stiffness of the environment. The integration of the state equations was

carried out with the fourth order Runge-Kutta integration scheme using a time step of

1 msec. The supply pressure was set at 17 .2 MPa (2500 psi) and the return line pressure

was set to zeto. The proportional gain was set to 85 m/V so that the rise time for the
'

normal operating condition (ro : 0) was approximately 0.2 sec. The steady-state

pressures, P to and P26, and the steady-state valve spool displacement, xvo, were monitored

for ro:0 mm andro: 1.0 mm. The flow, pressure and internal leakage gains were then

calculated using equations (2.11), (2.19) and (2.26). The results are listed inTable 4.2.

Table 4.2 Flow, pressure and internal leakage gains for various step sizes.

Step Size
(nun)

r-:0mm ro : 1.0 mm
V

(m /s.l

Kp

(m3/Pa.s)

Ki

(m3/Pa's)

Kt

(m /s)

K P.10-12

(m3/Pa.s)

K¡.lo-rl

(m3lPa.s)

12.5

25.0
37.5

1.64

1.50

1.34

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Lt5
L7l
1.66

3.9

7.2

10.3

8.8

5.0

5. t
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It is reasonable to assume that the system parameters listed in Tables 3.1 and 4.I are

known and therefore do not contribute appreciably to the uncertainty in the LTI transfer

functions obtained through Iinearizàtion. Thus, the uncertainty in the LTI transfer

function is a direct result of changes in the operating point due to: (i) the differing loads

that result from the various step sizes (i.e. the variations in K¡and Kr) and (ii) the internal

leakage fault (i.e. the variation in K¡). Given the results of Table 4.2,the uncertain family

of LTI transfer functions may be written as

P(s,u) =
k,r" 2pAa,

(4.6)
s2 + 2( ,at,s + atj (ms2 +bs + k)(Vs +2par+2Bar)+2pAzs

where

(4.7)

The corners of the plant templates were determined by first evaluating the magnitude-

phase points corresponding to the minimum and maximum values of the uncertain

parameters (4.7). This is illustrated in Figure 4.6 for the template corresponding to

at = 25 radlsec. Then, the ranges of flow, pressure and leakage gains were systematically

traversed to yield a number of points from which the rest of the template boundary was

established. This procedure was carried out at a number of predetermined frequencies, ø.
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Establishing the plant template (a:25 rad/sec shown).

Figure 4.7 shows the templates for a : L, 5, i 0, 25, and 50 radlsec, corresponding to the

set of LTI plants, P(s,a), given by equation (a.6). As is seen, the template corresponding

to ú):1.0 radlsec has avariation in gain greaterthan 30 dB anda variation in phase of

approximately 90 degrees. Clearly, the uncertainty in the set of LTI plants is enormous as

indicated by the large low frequency templates of Figure 4.7. Designing a single fixed-

gain LTI controller to accommodate such a large degree of plant uncertainty would be a

formidable task and the resulting controller would be both complex and of relatively high

gain. Furthermore, if a single fixed-gain LTI controller could be successfully synthesized,

it may be overly conservative since it must be robust to such a large variation in the

parameters of the plant (Snell and Stout, 1996). Thus, at the onset of the QFT design
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problem, it is observed that it is desirable to design a number of localized controllers,

each of which is optimized to compensate for a specif,rc range of leakage. Then, along

with the appropriate control reconfiguration scheme, an active FTC strategy can be

implemented.

-65
-1 80 -90

phase (deg)

Figure 4.7 Plant templates at various frequencies, ø (rad/sec), for the radius of the leakage
orifice between 0 and 1.0 mm.

To proceed with the QFT design, the desired range of fault tolerance was partitioned with

respect to the ro pararneter into five distinct leakage levels that are listed in Table 4.3. To

determine the new templates nonlinear simulations were carried out to obtain the

operating points, for the intermediate values of ro. Table 4.4 summarizes the operating
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points for all five leakage levels. Using these operating points,

redefined and the new template boundaries were determined.

the uncertainty sets were

Table 4.3

Table 4.4

Leakage levels and corresponding orifice radii.

Radius of the Lekage

Orifice (mm)
Leakage

Level
Description

0

0.25
0.s0
0.75
1.00

0

I
2

3

4

no leak
small leak
small - medium leak
medium - large leak
laree leak

Flow, pressure and internal leakage gains for various leakage levels.

Step Size
(mm)

Leakage

Level
Kf

1m2ls)

K e-lo-t?

(m3/Pa.s)

Ki.lo'll
(m3/Pa.s)

t2.5

0

I
2

3

4

64

66
70

73

l5

0

0.6
2.0

3.2
3.9

0

0.2
1.1

3.5
8.8

25.0

0

I
2
J

4

.50

.53

.60

.67

.71

0

l.t
3.4

5.7

7.2

0

0.2
0.7

2.1

5.0

37.5

0

I
2

3

4

.34

.39

.49

.59

.66

0

1.7

5.0
8.1

10.3

0

0.1

0.6
1.6

3.7

The new plant templates are plotted in Figure 4.8. The magnitude-phase information

corresponding to the operating points listed in Table 4.4 are also plotted in Figure 4.8 for

reference. As is seen, representing the leakage fault by discrete levels has reduced the

size of the templates. With respect to the open-loop gain, it is observed that as the

magnitude of the leakage increases, the open-loop gain decreases considerably. Thus, to

compensate for the effects of increasing internal leakage, the control effort must increase

to counteract the decrease in loop-gain. In addition, the templates become larger as the
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magnitude of the leakage

performance specifications,

bandwidth.

leakage level

o0
tr1
o2
ô3
v!

increases, which means that to satisfu the closed-loop

the increased control effort will be required over a larger

,= 1.0 $

1t
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E -45
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\
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$ø 
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-65
-'180 -90

phase (deg)

Figure 4.8 Plant templates for each leakage level at various frequencies, ar (rad/sec). The
magnitude-phase information corresponding to the LTI operating points is included
for reference.

To verify the relative sizes and positions of the plant templates given by the LTI models,

frequency response tests were carried out through nonlinear simulations. Magnitude and

phase data were obtained for each leakage level at fi'equencies of 1, 5, 10,25,50, and

100 radlsec. The frequency response of the system was not determined at frequencies less

than 1 radlsec since the resulting actuator displacements were too large and the load force

generated by the spring caused the actuator to stall. For each test frequency, the
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amplitude of the input signal was varied to give output sinusoid amplitudes of

approximately 12.5 mm, 25.0 mm, and 37.5 mm. The results, for each operating

condition, are tabulated in Table 4.5 and plotted in Figure 4.9.

leakage level
o0
o1
o2
A3
e4

.E
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o
E
fÈ
E
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E -45
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Figure 4.9 Verification of the size and position of the templates obtained from the LTI models
using magnitude-phase data obtained from nonlinear simulations.
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Table 4.5

Frequency
(radlsec)

Magnitude-phase data at selected frequencies, obtained from nonlinear simulations.

Approximate
Ouþut

Amplitude
(mm)

1.0

5 .0

12.5

2s.0
37.s

ro = 0.0 mm

10.0

phase

(des)

12.s

25.0
31.5

25

-90.6

-90.7
-90.6

amplitude
ratio
(dB)

.0

12.5

25.0
31.5

50.0

-91.0
-90.9

-91.0

- 19.5

-19.3

-19.2

12.s
25.0
37.5

ro=0.25mm

phase

ldesl

100.0

-91.9

-91.9

-9t.9

-33.4
-33.5

t2.5
25.0
37.5

-41.5

-47.6
-51.I

amplitude
ratio
ldB)

-94.6
-94.6
-94.6

-39.3

-39.4
-39.5

12.5

2s.0
37.5

-77.3

-79.9
-8 1.0

-98.9
-98.9
-98.9

-24.5
.¿J.J

-23.0

r, = 0.50 mm

-47.3
-47.4
-47.5

phase

ldes)

-84.5

-85.6
-86.8

-t t 1.t
-111.1

-116.8

-33.9
-33.9
-34.0

-53.0
-s3.0
-53. I

-17.7
-20.s
-21.3

amplitude
ratio
(dB)

-91.8

-9 1.8

-93.2

-39.6

-39.6
-39.8

-57.7
-57.8

-s7.8

-5 1.8

-56.4
-57.s

-97.5

-98.9
-100.2

-34.2

-32.4
-31.7

ro=0.75mm

-47.4

-47.5
-47.6

phase

ldes)

-67.8

-71.7
-72.9

-113.2
-116.8

-113.8

-36.8

-36.3
-36.2

-53.2

-53.2
-53.2

- 10.1

-10.6
-10.6

amplitude

ratio
tdB)

-85.4
-87.0
-86.8

-40.9
'-40.7

-40.7

-57.8

-57.9
-s8.0

-34.9

-36.6
-38.0

-98.5

-97.0
-98.3

-40.2
-45.0
-44.4

r" = 1.0 mm

-47.9

-47.9
-47.9

phase

ldes)

-5 1.8

-54.0
-56.3

-122.8
-t20.7
-123.4

-4t.t
-40.5
-40.2

-53.8
-53.7
-53.7

-5.9

-6.7
-6.3

amplitude

ratio
ldB)

-74.0

-77.0
-79.6

-43.3
-42.9
-42.7

-24.9

-26.6
-27.4

-58.4

-5 8.3

-58.4

-5 1.6

-43.7
-43.1

-98.5

-97.0
-98.3

-48.9
-48.7
-48.6

-3 8.0

-4t.9
-43.7

-134.2
-132.2

-129.1

-45.5

-44.4
-43.9

-54.8
-54.5
-54.4

-62.5
-65.6
-68. I

-46.9
-45.8
-45.4

64

-59.6
-59.3

-s9.3

-95.6

-97.0

-98.3

-50.8

-50.1
-49.8

-145.7
-143.6

-140.6

-56.2
-ss 7
-s5.4

-61.9

-61.1

-60.8



With reference to Figules 4.8 and 4.9, the magnitude-phase points obtained from the

nonlinear simulations are similar to those given by the LTI models. Furthermore, they fall

within the plant templates for frequencies up to 50 radlsec. At at: I00 radlsec, the LTI

models are observed to underestimate the phase lag of the system by approximately 10o.

In addition, at a: 100 radlsec, the LTI models yield magnitude data that ure slightly

lower than those given by the nonlinear simulations and the magnitude-phase points are

seen to fall slightly outside of the templates. This result is expected since the templates

were generated using linearizations based upon the steady-state operating points.

However, this does not present an obstacle to the QFT design problem since the

templates are relatively accurate within the control bandwidth, which is expected to

extend to approximately 60 radlsec.

4.2.3. Frequency Domain Performance Specifications

We now design a set of proper controllers, G¡(s), and proper prefilters, F¡(.y', such that the

control system meets the same closed-loop performance specifications for each level of

leakage. From this point forward, the subscript / is used to refer to the family of LTI

plants and the associated controller and prefilter for the corresponding leakage level. The

performance specifications of interest are: (y' robust reference tracking, (ii) robust closed-

loop stability, and (iii) robust closed-loop dynamic stiffness, an analog to closed-loop

disturbance attenuation. The robustness criterion requires that the stability, tracking and

dynamic stiffness specifications be met for all plants in the set i(s,o). In this section,

these specifications are defined in the frequency domain.
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To specify the robust reference tracking requirements within the context of the 2-DOF

QFT design problem, upper and lower step responses must be specified as bounds on the

step responses of the closed-loop tracking transfer function

Z^,,(s,o): ^f (s)G,(s)l (s,a)

1+ G,(s)l(s,a)

This is accomplished by equation (4.4), which specifies limits on the allowable variations

in the magnitude of the tracking transfer functions. Thus, the closed-loop systems must

all satisfu

lrruÐl=lT.,(ir,ùl<lrr(iÐl t =0,r,...,4 vø e [0,"o)

(4.8)

(4.e)

The upper tracking bound given by Tu@ is derived from the relevant figures of merit, for

the step response of an underdamped second-order system, such as peak overshoot, peak

time, settling time, and rise time. Similarly, the lower tracking bound, Tís), is

ascertained by considering the time domain performance measures of the step response of

an overdamped second-order system (Houpis and Rasmussen, 1999).

The initial upper and lower tracking bounds are:

Tu$): (4.10)

Tr(s) = (4.i 1)

(*.')

(å.')[+.')'

[å.')[*.')
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The initial upper tracking bound, given by equation (a,10) was designed such that the

maximum overshoot was about 5%o and the 2%o settling time was approximately 0.4 sec.

The initial lower tracking bound, equation (4.11), was made to have an overdamped

response with a 2%o setflingtime of approximately 0.46 sec. In both equations (4.10) and

(4.11), the excess of poles over zeros is 2. Consequently, the high frequency asymptotes

have the same slope. However, in the QFT design, it is desirable to have the spread

between lfrf¡r>lana lfrç¡ot¡l increasing for a¡)o)¡¡, where at¡¡is the frequency at

which the magnitude of the upper tracking bound is x -12 dB (Houpis and Rasmussen,

1999). The magnitude of the upper tracking bound is -12 dB at a¡ * 58 radlsec.

To increase the spread betweenlfr]Ðland lTr(jÐ|, for frequencies greater than 60

rad/sec, the upper tracking bound is augmented by placing a zero at r = -125 . The lower

tracking bound also receives a double pole at s = -200. Thus, the augmented upper and

lower tracking bounds are:

4, (") =
(*.')(å.')

T'(s):

(å.')[,ä.')'

(å.')(;.')[rfu.')'

(4.12)

(4.13)

The Bode plots of the augmented tracking bounds are shown in Figure 4.10. As is seen,

the additional poles and zeros of the augmented tracking bounds serve to increase the
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distance betweenlQ QQland lfrUùl for frequencies greater than 60 rad/sec. The time

responses, due to step inputs, of the augmented tracking bounds are illustrated in Figure

4.I1. A well designed QFT control system will place the step responses between these

bounds.

50
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Figure 4.10 Bode plots of the augmented tracking bounds.
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t\

Figure 4.1I
time (sec)

Step responses ofthe upper and lower tracking bounds.

To obtain the stability bounds, an upper limit, M¡, on the magnitudes of the closed-loop

systems must be specified as:

(4.r4)

when the inequality (4.14) is met for all plants in the set, p,(jat,a), and for all

ø e [0,oo) , the conditions for robust stability are satisfied. The specification of gain and

phase margins is a classical approach to characterizing stability requirements for control

design in the frequency domain. The gain and phase margins conespond approximately

to M¡, by the following relations (Yaniv, 1999):
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Gu=r'"trr(T)

and

óu*2si*'(+)

where Gu and þ¡a arethe gain and phase margins respectively.

(4.1s)

(4.16)

A reasonable gain margin requirement for hydraulic systems is G, = 4.5 dB Qrliksefat &

Sepehri, 2001b). From equations (4.15) and (4.16), this corresponds to a closed-loop

magnitude limit, Mr=2.9 dB and a phase margin of óu *42".In contrast to the

specification of the gain and phase margins alone, which only enforce the constraint on

M¡ at the gain-margin frequarrc!, ct)y, and the cross-over frequency, co6, equation (4.I4)

ensures that the 2.9 dB circle on the Nichols chart is never penetrated by

G,(jat)P,(jo,a). As such, equation (4.14) is a more rigorous specification of stability.

Equation (4.14) specif,res an upper bound on the closed-loop magnitude of the system by

imposing a constraint on the minimum damping ratio of the dominant closed-loop poles.

Thus, it also indirectly specifies an upper limit on maximum peak overshoot due to step

inputs. The peak overshoot, Mo, is related to the damping ratio of the dominant closed-

loop poles by (Ogata,1997)

M o = r-(e/'l;t)"
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The closed-loop magnitude limit, ML, is also related

closed-loop poles by (Ogata,1997)

to the damping of the dominant

Mt:
2Çrlt-(

(4.18)

Given that Mr=2.9d8 for the specified gain margin, G¡4, of 4.5 dB, a maximum

overshoot of about 30o/o is expected. This is much larger than the desired maximum

overshoot of 5o/o specified by the upper tracking bound. The inconsistency between the

tracking and stability specifications makes the subsequent design of the prefilters

diff,icult. To remedy the problem, the'closed-loop magnitude limit corresponding to

Mo=9o/owas selected as it coincides more closely to the maximum overshoot of the

upper tracking bound, equation (4.12), without being overly conservative. Thus, the

robust stability specification is written as

ratio

G,(jat)P,(ja¡,u)
l+ G,(ja¡)P,(jat,a)

I =0,1,...,4 Vø e[0,*)
l=t 

o,t (4.re)

which implies relative gain and phase margins of approximately 6 dB and 58",

respectively.

In addition to limiting the overshoot, the robust stability inequality also plays an

important role in determining the ability of the closed-loop system to reject disturbances

at the plant output. Recall the standard (PlÐ : 1) closed-loop disturbance rejection

specification, which is written as
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l=',r'>
(4.20)

(4.21)

l+ G(ja)P,(jø,a)

Mo@) is the specified upper limit on the magnitude of the closed-loop disturbance

response. Initially, the right-hand side of equation (4.20) can be made equivalent to the

robust stability specification divided by lc(¡a¡P¡(ja¡u)1. Therefore, the disturbance

rejection specification may be rewritten as

l=

Mr.

l+ G(jat)P,(ja¡,u) lCç¡ot¡t,(jr,o)l

Upon implementation of the QFT controller, the closed-loop positioning system will

behave as a stable lag. Thus, over the closed-loop bandwidth the magnitude of the open-

loop transfer function,lCç¡a¡V,(ja¡,o)1, will be greater than unity. As a consequence, the

magnitude of the closed-loop disturbance response shall be less than Mr over the entire

control bandwidth. This result justifies selecting MLbased upon the maximum overshoot

of the upper tracking bound rather than upon the gain and phase margins since doing so

imposes a more rigorous constraint on the closed-loop sensitivity to disturbances.

Furthermore, it also leads to the observation, which has been reported in the literature,

that by specifying the Mr based on the upper tracking bound, specification of an

additional disturbance rejection criteria is unnecessary (V/u et a|.,2000).

In the case of the hydraulic positioning system, the disturbing force does not act on the

system output directly. Rather, it acts upon the actuator position as the output of the

disturbance filter,
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p, , ts. o) - 2þ(q, + ar) +vs
u'' \ /' (*t' +bs +k)(Vs +2þar+2Bar)+2BA2s

where the vector of uncertain parameters, ü,, is given

the disturbance filter, equation (4.20) is recast as

I+ G(jat)P,(ja,a)
, M r(a)>-

Ito,,ç¡a4a)l

(4.22)

by equation $.7). To accommodate

(4.23)

which can be inverted to give the dynamic stiffness of the actuator, an important measure

of system performance in aerospace applications (Blaignan and Skormin, lgg3).

However, it is difficult to specify a realistic disturbance bound, Mo(a), since the

relationship between the dynamic stiffness and the physical parameters of the actuator is

not obvious. Furthermore, since the robust stability specification has a limiting effect on

the magnitude of the disturbance response, it is reasonable to assume that definin g Mo@)

is unnecessary. This assumption is supported by the recent literature, specifically those

works relating to the QFT based control of hydraulic positioning systems (l{iksefat and

Sepehri, 200Ib; Thornpson et al., 1999b). In Q.{iksefat and Sepehri, 2001b), the

disturbance rejection specification was necessary since the stabitity requirements were

specified using the gain margin rather than the upper tracking specification. In

(Thompson el al., L999b) the disturbance rejection criteria was used in lieu of a robust

stability specification. Thus, in light of the above discussion, no explicit disturbance

rejection specification was included at this stage of the eFT design.
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4.2.4. QFT Bounds

With the plant templates and the desired closed-loop performance specified, the QFT

bounds were determined for each leakage level, The QFT bounds corresponding to the

robust stability inequality (4.19) were resolved, at each design frequency, in the marìner

outlined in Section 4.1, by shifting the appropriate plant template around the Nichols

chart. To obtain the tracking bounds, the prefilter was divided out of the tracking transfer

function, equation (4.8), and equation (4.9) was rewritten as

(4.24)

Then, the tracking bounds were determined as outlined in Section 4.1. Note that since the

prefilter must be removed from the tracking transfer function in order to determine the

tracking bounds, it has to be synthesized after the controller is designed to ensure

equation (a.9) is satisfied. The resulting QFT bounds were a set of open bounds,

corresponding to the reference tracking specification and a set of closed bounds resulting

from the robust stability specification. The composite bounds were then formed as the

union of the tracking and stability bounds.

QFT bounds were determined for each design frequency in the vector, <o : [0.01, 0.05,

0.1,0.5, 1, 5, 10, 25,50,100] radlsec. The design frequencies were chosen such that the

iow frequency range, where the tracking bounds dominate, and the high frequency range,

where the stability bounds dominate, were well represented. The design frequencies are

spaced in the usual way, approximately one octave apart, with the largest frequency

selected to be approximately one octave above the expected closed-loop bandwidth of 60
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radlsec. The nominal plant, P,(jat,uo), was selected to correspond to the lower left

corner of the templates.

The composite QFT bounds for leakage level are shown in Figure 4.I2. Wirh respect to

Figure 4.12, one observes that the low frequency tracking bounds exhibit local minima at

phase angles of =-90'and = -270". The -90' minima indicate that the lowest gain

controller may be realized if the system is designed to be Type 1. Thus, the minimal gain

controller should contain an integrator. Note that the plants corresponding to the case

where ro:0 (no leak) are already Type I and an integrator in the controller would cause

the system to become Type 2. Figure 4.12 also illustrates that for leakage levels 0, 1

and 2 the tracking bounds are dominant in a frequency range which extends from

o: 0 radlsec to a: 5 radlsec. For leakage levels 3 and 4, the tracking bounds dominate

up to ø: i0 radlsec. Thus, at low frequencies, the control effort is directed towards the

satisfaction of the tracking specifications. At the higher frequencies, where the stability

bounds dominate, the control effort is directed towards keeping the plant templates from

penetrating the 0.3 dB circle on the Nichols chart thereby limiting the peak overshoot of

the system.
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4.2. 5. Controller Synfhesis

To synthesize the controllers a nominal loop, denoted by L,(jø,uo), was designed to

satisfy the composite bounds for each leakage level. The loop shaping was carried out by

adjusting the loop gain and cascading poles and zeros in series with the nominal plant,

P,(¡at,uo), until the QFT bounds were satisfied. The controller, G{la),for each leakage

level was then extracted through dividing L,(jat,u) by f,(¡at,u). .To allow a

meaningful comparison of the resulting controllers, the controller structure was defined a

priori. In particular, each controller initially contained an adjustable gain, a pair of

complex poles, a pair of complex zeros, and an integrator.

The initial QFT controller, for each leakage level, is expressed in the Laplace domain as:

\ *?l-, *t
û); (D,

G,(s): (4.2s)

,(+*2Ço r*l
\ú); Ø,

where K is an adjustable gain, and ú),, Çr, ao, and Ço are the natural frequencies and

damping ratios of the complex zeros and complex poles, respectively.

The complex poles allowed the bandwidth of L,(jø,uo) to be minimized. The complex

zeros were used to approximately cancel the hydraulic resonance and aid in keeping the

system from penetrating the 0.3 dB circle on the Nichols chart. Recall that the 0.3 dB

circle corresponds to the robust stability specification. Furthermore, the complex zeros

keep the excess of poles over zeros of the compensator to a minimum. Note that even if
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the controller is made to be proper, the loop transfer function will have an excess of poles

over zeros of 3 because of the plant. This is sufficient to keep the closed-loop bandwidth

to a minimum.

With reference to equation (4.25), the purpose of the integrator in the controller is to

make the closed-loop system Type 1 so that the design with the minimum compensator

gain can be realized. However, referring to Figure 4.12a, it is observed that the cost of

placing an integrator in the controller for leakage level 0, which makes the system Type

2, is an increase in loop gain of approximately 50 dB over the case where the controller is

Type 0. Despite this, a Type I controller is desirable since the integrator eliminates

steady-state elrors that may arise due to valve deadband, hysteresis, and/or any other

disturbances that were not considered directly in the mathematical model of the system.

To design each loop, the controller gain, K, was first adjusted so fhat L,(jat,a) just

satisfied the a:0.01 radlsec bound. Then, the natural frequency and damping ratio of

the complex zeros were set equal to those of the complex pole inP,(ja¡,uo). The loop

shaping was then completed by adding a series of real poles and zeros to the controller.

This allowed the loop to be manipulated so as to pass through the minima in the QFT

bounds, where feasible. V/hen the desired loop was obtained, the frequency and damping

ratio of the complex poles were adjusted to minimize the bandwidth by keeping the loop

as close as possible to the robust stability bounds. The locations of the poles and zeros

were then fine-tuned and the QFT controller was extracted. Approaching the loop

shaping in this way allowed the compensator gain to be kept to a practical minimum and

allowed the minimal order compensator to be realized (Houpis and Rasmussen. 1999).
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The phase-gain plots of L,(ja,ao) for each leakage level are illustrated in Figure 4.I3

along with the corresponding QFT bounds. Each of the nominal loops is observed to

satisff the bounds. Furthermore, the crossover frequencies range between 30 radlsec and

50 radlsec' This is slightly less than the expected 60 radlsec. With reference to

Figure 4.I3, the minimal gain controllers arc realized in the low frequency range,

ø<O.ltad/sec, as well as in the high frequency range, o2lOradlsec, for each leakage

level. In the intermediate frequencies, 0.1<a <10.0 radlsec, however, the minimal gain

design objective was compromised so that the minimal order controller could be

synthesized.

The resulting QFT controllers are shown below:

c, (s) -'o'(i',. l['# . +P " 
.')

v\ / 
tl4+2(0'73)s+11(94', 94 )

(4.26)

r+sz[fi.r)[ s -)l s' 2ro !2r*1)

^.t )lu?*'23s )G(s)= (4.27)

(4.28)

"[#.,)(#.\n,.,)
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(4.2e)

(4.30)

At most, one pole and two zeros were required in addition to the initial QFT control

structure to obtain a satisfactory loop. In general, a controller zeto was used to nearly

cancel the pole in the nominal plant, P¡(jd:,u¿), and give the controller a phase lead

effect. The second pole-zero pair was used when needed to create a lag filter which offset

the phase lead created by the controller zero.It is noted that a general control structure

that may be used to cope with the leakage fault is one with an integrator and a phase lead

characteristic, i.e. a PI controller. However, in using a strict PI controller, one loses the

ability to minimize the system bandwidth and controller gain throughout the control

bandwidth, whilst adhering to the robust performance specifications.
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Bode plots of the controllers are illustrated in Figure 4.14. As is seen, the QFT controllers

do indeed behave similarly to PI controllers in the low frequency range (ø < 10.0

radlsec). Table 4.6 lists the equivalent proportional and integral gains of the QFT

controllers.

Table 4.6 Equivalent proportional and integral gains of the QFT controllers.

Controller
Proportional

Gain

lVlm)

Integral
Gain

fVlm's)
G o(s)
G t6)
G t(s)
G s(s)
G.¡ß)

310

4s0

4t0
320

340

300

900

I 500

2300

3900

As indicated in Table 4.6, the equivalent proportional gains are similar in magnitude

amongst the controllers. However, the equivalent integral gains are seen to increase

substantially as the leakage level increases. This is to be expected since the steady-state

control signal, due to the integrator, must cause an increase the valve spool displacement

proportional to the leakage level.

With reference to Figule 4.14, at higher frequencies, the Bode plots of the QFT

controllers are seen to deviate from that of a regular PI controller. This is due to the fact

that the underdamped complex poles must quickly roll off the large phase leads to limit

the closed-loop bandwidth. This characteristic of the QFT controllers would not be

possible with a regular PI controller. Furthermore, the complex zeros of the controllers

help to achieve the desired upper limit on the peak overshoot by keeping the resonant

peaks corresponding to the lightly damped complex poles of the plants from entering the

0.3 dB circle. The complex zeros accomplish this by increasing the controller gain and
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adding some phase lead at frequencies above 200 rad/sec. This is another feature of the

QFT controllers that would not be possible with ordinary PI controllers.
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Figure 4.14 Bode plots of the QFT controllers.

4.2. 6. Prefilter Synfhesis

A properly designed QFT controller guarantees that variation in the magnitude of the

closed-loop system, i.e., lf ,ç¡ø,a)lI+L,(ja,a)1.* -lf ,ç¡ø,a¡ll+L,(ja,u)l^., is

bounded by the variation in the magnitude of the tracking specifications,

lfrjÐl-lfrjù\, within the frequency range of interest. However, since the prefilter

was removed to obtain the QFT bounds for the reference tracking specification, the QFT

controllers do not guarantee that lf rUùl<lL,ç¡at,a)1l+L,(jr,o)l*,,

1o'1o'1o 
-t

Go(s)
Gís)
clÐ
Gs6)
Gís)
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<lL,ç¡at,u)ll+L,(jr,o)l^ * <lrruÐl is satisfied. Therefore, a suitable prefirter, F(s),

must be designed for each control loop to ensure the proper placement of the closed-loop

frequency responses within the frequency domain tracking specifications.

To design the pref,rlters, lf,(¡at,a)lI+L,(jat,u)l^*, lf,ç¡r't,a)lI+L,(jat,u)l^^,

lfrUdl, ana lfrçø)l were first determined at a number of closely spaced frequencies,

ø. þ,1000]radlsec. Then, the upper and lower bounds on the magnitude of F¡(s),given

by lruUùl-lt ,ç¡a,u)lt+L,(id,,o)l** and lrrf¡ùl-lL,ç¡a,u)11+L,(.¡r,o)1,,",

were plotted. The prefilter was then synthesized to fall between these lower and upper

bounds using straight-line approximations. The procedure was repeated to synthesize a

prefilter for each QFT control loop. The transfer functions of the prefilters are shown

below:

[*.')[#.')4(s) =

4(s):

[*.')[å.')

(*.')[å.')

[*.')[å.')

(4.31)

(4.32)

l-¡-*tl
4(s) = 

(rs:o 
J

[å.'J
(4.33)
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l¿*tl
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f '+tl
[r s.s )

(4.34)

l*il
18 )

t
(

4(s) = (4.3s)

In general, satisfying the tracking bounds required the placement of a pole at

approximately o:15 rad./sec. However, for the control loops corresponding to the

normal and small leakages, a nearly canceling pole-zero paft at at xI radlsec was

required to accurately place the closed-loop frequency responses within the tracking

bounds. A high frequency zero was included in each prefilter to limit the closed-loop

excess ofpoles over zeros.

4.2.7. Verification of the Design

To ensure the closed-loop system will function as intended when the control strategies

are implemented, the performance of each QFT control system was verified using a

number of LTI plants taken from the corresponding set of P, (s, a) . The LTI plants were

selected from within appropriate domain of parameter uncertainty and placed within the

corresponding control loop. The resulting closed-loop systems were then simulated to

assess the ability of the QFT controllers to satisfy the design objectives.
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The f,rrst simulation study involved obtaining the frequency responses of the closed-loop

systems for each leakage level. The curves corresponding to the minimum and maximum

closed-loop magnitudes, lL,(",a)/1 +L,(",o)l*," and lL,(s,a)fl+L,(s,o)1."*,

for each leakage level were plotted to verify the satisfaction of the robust performance

specifications. Figure 4.15 shows the closed-loop magnitude variation allowed by the

tracking specifications, lQfOl-lEf"l, along with the actual closed-loop magnitude

variations, lL, (s,o)/1 + L, (s,a)1,,,- - lL, g,u)f I+ L, (s,a)1.." , for each leakage level.

Since the closed-loop magnitude variation, for each control system, is less than that

allowed by the tracking specifications, the reference tracking requirements have been

satisfied. Figure 4.16 shows the maximum closed-loop magnitude,

lL,(s,u)lt+L,(s,cr)l**, for each leakage level together with the magnitude limit

imposed by the robust closed-loop stability specification, Mr : 0.3 dB. Since the

maximum closed-loop magnitudes do not exceed the limit dictated by the stability

specification, it may be concluded that the robust stability specifications have been met.

The robust stability of the closed-loop systems, for each leakage level, was illustrated in

Figure 4.13. However, it is paramount that the closed-loop stability be maintained even in

cases where the leakage level is either larger or smaller than the level for which the

controller was designed. A situation such as this could occur if the condition of the plant

is misdiagnosed. To ensure the system remains stable in such cases, the magnitude-phase

curves of the open-loop systems were obtained for all five QFT controllers with various

plants corresponding to each leakage level.
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With reference to Figure 4.17, the magnitude-phase curves are observed to never enter

the 3 dB circle on the Nichols chart. Thus, the closed-loop stability is maintained with a

minimum gain margin of = 4.6 dB and a minimum phase margin of = 42", for each

controller at all leakage levels.

-10
-360 -1 80

phase (deg)

Figure 4.17 Magnitude-phase curves of the open-loop transfer functions of all fïve QFT
controllers with various plants at each leakage level.

For the next suite of simulations, the prefilters were inserted into the control loops.

Figure 4.18 shows the resulting closed-loop frequency responses over the uncertain plant

sets for each fault level. The responses are positioned accurately between the upper and

lower tracking bounds. The closed-loop position responses over the uncertain plant sets

co
E

d)õ2ñ
f--
=co
(õ

E
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for each fault level, illustrated in Figule 4.19, arc also observed to fall within the desired

specifications.

Figure 4.20 shows plots of the minimum dynamic stiffness, lt+t,(s,a)/Pu,,(s,u)1.,n, for

each leakage level. Since the control system should only be expected to reject

disturbances within the closed-loop bandwidth, a discussion of the dynamic stiffness

characteristics of the closed-loop systems is only meaningful for frequencies up to 50

radlsec.

Due to the presence of an integrator in the control loop, the system will remove any

steady-state errot due to disturbing forces (i.e. the stiffness theoretically approaches co as

o + 0 ). Note that this is only true if the magnitude of the disturbing force remains below

the maximum output force of the actuator, which is constrained by the supply pressure

and the armulus area of the piston (i.e. .4"- = P,A). Also, dynamic stiffness is observed

to decrease with increasing frequency up to approximately the system bandwidth, beyond

which the stiffness is seen to increase. This is an acceptable general chancteristic of

stable hydraulic positioning systems (Raymond and Chenoweth, 1993).
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With reference to Figure 4.20, for leakage orifice radii between 0 mm (no leak) and

0.25 mm (level I leak), the minimum dynamic stiffness is about 1.6 MN/m, which is over

10 times the stiffness of the environment. This compares well with the available literature

(e.g. Thompson et al., 1999b). For the most severe case of the leakage fault, the dynamic

stiffness drops off to 0.18 MN/m. However, the control system is still able to position the

actuator since the actuator stiffness remains larger than that of the environment. ln

addition, the minimum dynamic stiffness for leakage level 4 occurs at a relatively high

frequency and improves rapidly as the frequency decreases. Knowing that the

aerodynamic disturbing forces roll off quickly at frequencies above 30 rad./sec

E
z
at,
Øoc
E
Ø
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Q..lam et ol., 2000), the bandwidths and the dynamic stiffness characteristics of the

designed systems are adequate to handle these loads. Hence, attempting to improve the

stiffness characteristics of the system by adding a robust disturbance rejection

specification, while theoretically possible within the physical limitations of the actuator,

does not seem to be necessary.
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Ghapter 5

Control ler lm plementation

In this Chapter, the QFT controllers developed in Chapter 4 are implemented towards the

control of the actual nonlinear hydraulic positioning system. In Section 5.1, nonlinear

simulations are carried out whereby the actuator acts against the same spring environment

utilized in the development of the QFT controllers. The ability of the controllers to

compensate for the specific leakage levels for which they were designed is examined. In

addition, the closed-loop performance is ascertained for cases where the actual leakage

rate falls outside of the design range of the controller. This test examines the

characteristics of the control system in situations where the leakage fault occurs suddenly

or where incorrect information about the condition of the plant is given by a FDI system.

In Section 5.2, the QFT controllers are implemented on the experimental hydraulic test

rig. The purpose of the experiments is to assess the applicability of the QFT controllers to

areal hydraulic system. The ability of the controllers to compensate for the various levels

of the leakage fault is examined. The characteristics of the control systems for the case

where there is no leakage across the piston seal are shown. The degradation in the

performance of the normal controller as the leakage level increases is also illustrated.
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5.1. SimulationResults

To carry out the simulations, the QFT controllers and accompanying prefilters were first

transformed into their equivalent state-space representations and coupled to the nonlinear

state equations (2.13) and (2.14). The system parameters of Table 3.1 and the load

parameters of Table 4.7 were used. The integration of the resulting assemblage was

accomplished via the fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme with a fixed integration time step

of 1 msec. The initial conditions were set such that the system started from rest with the

actuator just contacting the environment (see Figure 5.1) having a spring constant of 125

kN/m. The supply and return line pressures were setto 17.2 MPa and 0 MPa respectively.

The initial pressures in each of the actuator chambers were set to half of the supply

pressure (8.6 MPa).

l+k
Figure 5.1

0

Initial position of the actuator: in contact rvith, but not compressing the spring.

In the first set of simulations, the input signal consisted of a se¡ies of l2.5 , 25 .0 , and 37 .5

mm step commands, each beginning from the initial position where the actuator just

contacts the spring. The nominal local controller was implemented for each leakage level

and the resulting position responses were recorded and then normalized. The results are

shown in Figures 5.2 through 5.6. In general, the position responses of the closed-loop
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systems, for each step size, fall well within the upper and lower tracking specifications.

In addition, the shape of the responses, and hence the time domain figures of merit, such

as the rise time and settling time are observed to be similar both as the step size changes

and as the magnitude of the internal leakage changes.

upper tracking
bound

- 
12.5 mm step

- - - 25.0 mm step

- -- - 37.5 mm step

Figure 5.2 Normalized step responses for leakage level 0 rvith G¡(s) and F¿(s/ (simulations).
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Figures 5.4 through 5.6 also indicate that as the leakage level increases, the position

response slows as the magnitude of the step command decreases. This is due the

relationship between the loop gain, k"AK, lk(K o t K,) , given by equation (4.6), and the

magnitude of the input command. With reference to equations (2.17) through (2.20) and,

(2-26), Çdecreases and the sum, KpiK¡, increases for smaller input signals because the

spring load is reduced, which in turn reduces the pressure drops across the servovalve.

Thus, for small input signals, the loop gain decreases and the low frequency response of

the system is closer to the lower tracking bound. Furthermore, the gain variations in the

low frequency templates are seen to increase with the leakage level (see Figure 4.8).

Therefore, the difference between the responses to the various step commands becomes

more noticeable as the leakage level increases.

Figure 5.7 compares the normalized position responses due to a25.0 mm step command

for each operating condition. Figure 5.7 shows that the QFT controllers allow the closed-

loop perforrnance to be maintained despite the large changes in the dynamics of the

actuation system caused by the intemal leakages. However, maintaining the closedJoop

performance comes at the cost of increasing control effort, as illustrated by Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8 also shows the control signals corresponding to the negative steps, where the

actuator was required to move back to the initial position. It is seen that the sign of the

control signal is dependent upon both the leakage rate and the sign of the error signal. In

cases where the leakage is relatively large, the control signal takes on positive values

even though the error signal is negative. This can be explained by considering the forces

acting on the piston. For the negative steps, the force required to move the actuator comes

from the spring, rather than the presswe differential across the piston. Thus, the actuator
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must oppose the motion by acting as a viscous damper. In the case where the dynamic

stiffness is large and the rate of fluid leakage across the piston seal is small, the damping

action is achieved by relieving the excess hydraulic pressure through the servovalve. This

results in negative displacements of the valve spool. conversely, when the rate of leakage

flow across the piston is large and the dynamic stiffness is small, it is more difficult to

maintain the hydraulic pressure required to oppose the spring force. consequently, fluid

must be constantly added to offset the losses due to the leakage. Thus, the resulting valve

spool displacement is positive.

.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2
time (sec)

Figure 5'7 Normalized step responses, to a 25 mm step command, corresponding to thenominal controller for each leakage level (simulåtions).
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Figure 5.8 Control signals pertaining to Figure 5.6 (simulations).

Figure 5.9 illustrates the peïformance of all five QFT controllers, given a12.5 mm step

command, when there is no leakage across the piston seal. As is seen, the nominal

controller, Goß), gives a relatively quick, overdamped response. The response becomes

faster and less well damped for controllers G1(s) through Ga$),which have the effect of

shifting the loops, Lo(iat,u), upward on the Nichols chart. This allows the loops to

penetrate the robust stability boundary and leads to larger overshoots that cannot be

effectively removed by the prefilters.

Perhaps the most important feature of Figule 5.9 is that the response is stable, for all

controllers' Hence, in the worst case scenario where the fault diagnostics system reports
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the occurrence of a large internal leak, when in fact there is liule or no leakage of fluid

across the piston seal, then system does not become unstable.

Figure 5.10 illustrates how the performance of the normal control system (i.e. Go(s) and

F0@) degrades as the leakage level increases. As is seen, the transient response becomes

slower as the level of the leakage increases. Furthermore, although the integrator has the

effect of reducing the steady-state error caused by the leakage, the integral gain of the

normal controller is too small to complete the task within a reasonable period of time.

When the leakage becomes larger than the level for which the controller was designed, it

is a general characteristic of the closed-loop systems that the responses become slower

and better damped. This is an important attribute of the FTC scheme, namely, that as the

leakage level continues to increase beyond the tolerable level, the performance of the

system degrades gracefully. Therefore, the system will cease to operate in a predictable

way.
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5.2. ExperimentalResults

5.2.1. Setup

The experiments were carried out using the fault simulation circuit of the experimental

test rig described in Chapter 2. The QFT controllers were implemented by first writing

them in their equivalent state-space representations. Then, the time evolution of the

control signal was obtained by sampling the output of the position encoder and

integrating the state-equations using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme. The control

signal was updated at a frequency of 200 Hz and was held by the DASl6 input/output

board for the duration of the sampling period.

The environment, shown in Figure 5. i 1, consisted of a spring with a nominal stiffness of

75 kN/m. The length of the spring restricted the maximum step size to 12.5 mm. A load

cell was placed between the actuator and the spring to measure the contact force. The

mass of the load, comprising of the mass of the piston, rod, and load cell was estimated to

be *12 kg. The environmental stiffness and mass of the load are smaller than those

assumed in the development of the QFT controllers. However, as illustrated in

Figure 5.12, this does not present a problem since magnitude-phase points of the LTI

models with the experimental load parameters (obtained by nonlinear simulations using

the technique outlined in Section 4.2.2) fall well within the templates used to design the

QFT controllers. Thus, the QFT controllers can be implemented experimentally and the

performance should be similar to that observed in the nonlinear simulations.
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Figure 5.ll Photograph of the environment used in the experiments.
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The internal leakage fault was simulated experimentally by adjusting the needle valve

that controls the flow rate through the fluid line that connects the actuator chambers (see

Figure 5.13). Since the flow characteristics of the needle valve differ from those of the

leakage orifice assumed in the mathematical model, it was necessary to adjust the needle

valve by hand until the desired leakage flow rate was obtained. The range of the flow

meter restricted the maximum leakage flow rate to 7.6 Llmin. Consequently, only the

operating conditions corresponding to leakage levels 0 thorough 3 could be created

experimentally.

Figure 5.13 Photograph of the needle valve and flow meter used to set and measure the piston
seal leakages in the experiments.

5.2.2. Resu/fs

To examine the performance of the nominal controller for each leakage level, the

appropriate controller was implemented on the test rig and the needle valve was adjusted

to obtain the desired leakage rate. The actuator was positioned so that it just contacted the

spring. Then, a step response test was carried out. The input signal was a square wave

with a period of 4 seconds and an amplitude of 12.5 mm, biased so that the actuator
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moved 12'5 mmagainst the spring and then returned to its initial position. The position of
the actuator was monitored for g seconds. Figure 5.14 shows the resurts.

with reference to Figure 5'r4,thetransients of the responses are observed to falr within
the upper and lower tracking bounds. The steady-state values of the position responses
are observed to lie within 2% (l:0.25 mm) of the desired value. The contror signals
pertaining to Figure 5'74 are shown in Figure 5.15. Figure s.r4also illustrates the
repeatability of the responses' slight differences in the position responses from step to
step are observed for the cases where the leakage is present. This is a result of slight
variations in the flow characteristics of the needle valve from step to step, as can be seen
in Figure 5'16' The variations in the leakage flows are due to the geometry of the needre
valve port' which is far from an ideal orifice. Despite this, the eFT controllers
maintained the acceptable performance of the system.

Figure 5'17 compares the experimental control signal and leakage flow to the ones
obtained from a nonlinear simulation for a level 2leakagefault. The experimentar control
signal is observed to be slightly larger in magnitude than the one obtained from the
nonlinear simulation' This is a result of nonlinearities in the relationship between the
valve spool displacement and the control signal due to hysteresis and flow forces, which
were not considered in the mathematical model.
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Figure 5.16 Leakage flows pertaining to the experiments in Figure 5.14.

With reference to Figure 5.17b, for the positive step where the actuator moves against the

spring, the experimental leakage flow is observed to match well with the one obtained

from the nonlinear simulation. However, for the negative step, where the actuator returns

to its initial position, the experimental leakage flow reverses direction and has a

magnitude slightly less than that corresponding to the positive step. Conversely, the

leakage flow obtained from the simulation is observed to be unidirectional and decreases

to zero when the actuator returns to the initial position. The disagreement between the

experimental and simulated leakage rates, for the negative steps, is a result of the effects

of friction, which were not considered in the mathematical model. Figure 5.18 shows the

typical contact force between the spring and the actuator, as well as the typical net piston
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(friction) force. The friction force was estimated as the force arising from the pressure

differential across the piston less the contact force. It is observed that the friction force is

comparable in magnitude to the contact force when the negative step is initiated.

Therefore, to start the actuator in motion, the direction of the pressure differential across

the piston must be reversed. This leads to a change in the direction of the leakage flow.

Furthermore, since the friction force is always present, the leakage of fluid between the

actuator chambers does not cease when the contact force drops to zero.

Figure 5.19 shows the performance of the all five QFT controllers when there is no

leakage of fluid across the piston seal. Similar to the results of the nonlinear simulations

(see Figure 5.9), the response becomes quicker and less damped for controllers G1(s)

through G¿(s). In addition, the overshoots for G 1(s) through Ga6) are slightly larger than

those predicted by the simulations since the spring used in the experiments is more

compliant. A limit cycle is also observed to appear as the integral gain of the controller

increases.

Figure 5.20 shows the performance of the normal control system, Gs(s) and Fo(s), when

the leakage rate across the piston seal is increased through leakage levels 1 to 3. Similar

to the nonlinear simulation results, it is observed that the transient response becomes

slower as the level of the leakage increases and the integral gain is too small to reduce the

position error within a reasonable period of time. Figures 5.19 and 5.20 also

experimentally confirm two important characteristics of the QFT controllers: (i) the

system does not become unstable when the incorrect controller is implemented for a

given leakage level, and (ii) as the level of the leakage fault increases beyond the level of

fault tolerance, the performance of the closed-loop system degrades gracefully.
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Ghapter 6

Control Law Switching

The experiments, presented in Chapter 5, have verified the ability of the QFT controllers

to maintain the performance of the positioning system despite changes in the dynamic

characteristics of the actuator due to various levels of fluid leakage across the piston seal.

To complete the design of the fault tolerant controller, an algorithm that generates the

appropriate control signal, given information about the leakage level, is required. In this

Chapter, a scheme is proposed whereby a composite control signal is constructed as the

sum of the weighted outputs of the five QFT controllers developed in Chapter 4. The idea

is similar to that of gain scheduling where the parameters of the controller are established

through interpolation, given the current operating point of system (Rugh, 1991).

However, instead of scheduling the controller parameters, the proposed scheme schedules

the control authorities corresponding to each QFT controller. The relative contribution of

each controller to the composite control signal, therefore, depends upon the magnitude of

the internal leakage. This arrangement has the effect of switching between the localized

control laws designed in Chapter 4. In the following Sections, the control law switching

scheme is developed and is experimentally verified. It is assumed that the internal

leakage rate is known at all times by direct or indirect measurement.
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6.1. Outline of the Algorithm

The proposed fault tolerant control system is illustrated schematically in Figure 6.1. The

switching controller determines the appropriate control action, u"(t), based upon the

instantaneous value of the effective leakage orifice radius, ro(t), as well as the

instantaneous value of the reference signal, x,(t), and the position signal xoft) .

Figure 6.1 Schematic of the proposed fault tolerant control system.

To determine the composite control signal, u", the switching controller first calculates the

control signals corresponding to each of the five QFT controllers. Then, the control signal

weights are evaluated and the composite control signal is constructed. The control signal

weights are smooth functions related to the effective radius of the leakage orifice, ro,by

the following equation:

e- 
o(ro -yt)2

fr-ot'"-ril'
j=0

wl = I :0,1,...,4
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where w¡ denotes the weight given to the output of QFT controller G(s). The term

e-o('o-vt)z is a Gaussian function whose center and width are determined by the values of

y arñ q respectively. The term fr-ot'"-til' in the denominator of equation (6.1)
j=0

normalizes the magnitude of each weight such that f*, =r.
/=0

The relationships between the weights, the leakage levels, and the effective leakage

orifice radius are given in Table 6.1 and graphically presented in Figure 6.2. Figure 6.2

shows magnitudes of the control signal weights, w¡, for each leakage level with respect to

the effective radius of the leakage orifice. As is seen, each weight function is centered at

the leakage orifice radius for which the corresponding QFT controller was designed. This

was accomplished empirically by setting o =16 and y =0.25 in equation (6.1).

Table 6.1 Relationships between weights, leakage levels and effective leakage orifice radii.

Weight
Index, / Leakage Level

Leakage Orifice
Radius lmm)

0

I
')

3

4

no leak Q.trL)
small leak (SL)
small - medium leak (SML)
medium - large leak (MLL)
larse leak ILL)

0

0.25

0.50
0.7 5

1.00
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MLL

Figure 6.2

o.25 0.5 0.75 1

ro (mm)

Control signal weight functions: NL, no leak; SL, small leak; SML, small-medium
leak; MLL, medium-large leak; LL, Iarge leak.

The instantaneous values of the control signal weights are determined by first calculating

the effective radius of the leakage orifice. This is carried out, given the leakage flow and

pressure differential across the piston, by rearranging the turbulent orifice equation (2.LI)

with ai : ftr: :

(6.2)

The control signal weights are then established directly by substituting the effective

orif,rce radius, ro, given by equation (6.2) into equation (6.1). When the control signal

weights are defined, the composite control signal, ø", is constructed as

4

u" =lw¡u¡ (6.3)
l=0

where u¡ (l :I,2,...,4) are the control signals corresponding to QFT controllers G¡(y'.

LLSML

2lP,- Prl
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Figure 6.3 illustrates how the magnitudes of the weight functions are assigned by

considering a leakage fault whose magnitude coresponds to a leakage orifice radius of

0..14 mm. With reference to Figure 6.3, for ro:0.I4 mm, the magnitudes of the control

signal weights, ws aîd'w¡, àÍa 0.13 and 0.87, respectively. The magnitudes of the

remaining weights aÍe zero. Therefore, by equation (6.3), the composite control signal is

u, =0.I3uo+0.87u, (6.4)

o'tl
l'Ë 0.6
(f,
G'

E

.9 0.4
0)

=

0.2

0.1 1 0.1 3 0.1 5 0.17 0.1 I
ro (mm)

Figure 6.3 Evaluation of the control signal weights for a leakage orifice radius of 0.14 mm.
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6.2. ExperimentalResults

To test the performance of the switching controller, an experiment was performed using

the switching controller in place of the individual QFT controllers. The input signal was a

square wave with a period of 4 seconds and amplitude of 12.5 mm. It was biased such

that the actuator moved I2.5 mm against the spring and then returned to its initial

position. The experiment ran for 34 seconds during which time the leakage rate was

manipulated by manually adjusting the flow control needle valve in a random fashion.

The leakage flow rate was measured in real-time and fed into the switching controller

which weighted the QFT control signals accordingly to generate a composite control

signal. Figure 6.4 shows the position responses and the leakage flows. To further

illustrate the superior ability of the developed switching controller to compensate for the

leakage faults, a second experiment was conducted using only the normal controller and

prefilter, G6(s) and Fo(s).Again, the leakage rate was adjusted at random during the

course of the experiment. The position responses and leakage flows are piotted in

Figure 6.5.

'With 
reference to Figures 6.4 and 6.5, the position responses pertaining to the switching

controller aÍe much faster than those corresponding to the normal controller.

Furthermore, it is observed that the switching control system reacts smoothly during the

transient period between the occurrence of the leakage fault and the subsequent

performance recovery. In addition, the switching controller is better able to eliminate the

position errors due to the leakage by switching to a control law with the appropriate

integral gain. Thus, by scheduling the control authorities, the switching control scheme
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allows the performance of the hydraulic positioning system to be maintained despite

random changes in the leakage rate.

The control signals pertaining to Figures 6.4 and 6.5 are shown in Figure 6.6. Figure 6.6

shows that the composite control signal generated by the switching controller is both

smooth and continuous. Hence, the proposed fault tolerant controller compensates for the

piston seal leakages by smoothly switching between the localized control laws.

Moreover, the switching controller allows the performance of the system to be

maintained with minimal increases in the control effort.
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Ghapter 7

Conclusions

In this thesis, a novel experimental test rig was designed and constructed to

experimentally simulate common faults that occur in the mechanical components of a

valve controlled hydraulic actuation system. This was accomplished by integrating the

appropriate fault producing components into the hydraulic circuit. The test rig can

simulate the following faults:

(i)

(iù

(iiù

(iv)

(v)

(vù

Intemal and external leakage of hydraulic fluid due to seal wear and fluid line
failures.

Increased viscous friction due to wear of the elastomer seals in the actuator.

Reductions in the fluid delivery rate due to internal leakage in the pump.

Fluctuations in the supply pressure, due to malfunctions in the relief valve.

Changes in the compliance resulting from air or water contamination of the

hydraulic fluid.

Increased return line pressure caused by a partially or fully blocked return line
filter.

Then, a fault tolerant controller was developed to maintain the performance the

electrohydraulic actuation system despite degradations caused by the leakage of fluid

across the actuator piston seal - a problem that has not been addressed in the literature

before. The development of the fault tolerant control (FTC) strategy, with application to
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the positioning of aircraft flight control surfaces, was based upon the framework of

quantitative feedback theory (QFT). It was shown that the desired level of fault tolerance

could not be achieved by a single fîxed-gain linear time invariant (LTI) controller. Thus,

an active approach to the design of the FTC system was followed. First, the fault space

was partitioned into five levels, which had the effect of reducing the size of the plant

templates. Then a set of f,rve fixed-gain LTI controllers was developed - each was

designed to satisfir predef,rned robust stability and reference tracking specifications and

produce similar closed-loop performanc e at a specific leakage level. The output

disturbance rejection was addressed through the designation of a stability bound based on

the upper tracking specification rather than the gain and phase margins. A simulation

study subsequently revealed that the dynamic stiffness (viz. disturbance rejection)

characteristics of the closed-loop systems were similar to those reported in the literature.

Furthermore, since the actuator did not lose the ability to control the load, no additional

disturbance rej ection specif,rcation was required.

The QFT controllers were designed by systematically adding poles and zeros to a

predetermined base control structure. This allowed the near optimal (with respect to the

controller gain), minimal order control laws to be obtained. It was observed that the low

frequency characteristics of the QFT controllers are similar to those of a PI controller.

However, the designed QFT controllers contained elements that minimized, the system

bandwidth whilst maintaining the stability and allowed more precise control over the

damping characteristics of the closed-loop system. These desirable characteristics are not

possible using an ordinary PI controller. It was also shown that at low frequencies, the

control effort goes towards satisfuing the tracking specifications, whereas at higher
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frequencies, the control effort is directed towards limiting the peak overshoot of the

closed-loop system.

Both nonlinear simulations and experiments verified the ability of the QFT controllers to

control a real hydraulic system and maintain its performance in the presence of piston

seal leakage faults. The results also showed that the step responses of the closed-loop

systems were similar to those predicted by the LTI models used to design the controllers.

Furthermore, the results indicated that the step responses of the closed-loop system

became slower and better damped as the level of the leakage fault increased beyond the

level of tolerance. Conversely, when the leakage level was less than that for which the

QFT controller was designed, the step responses became less damped but remained

stable. Thus, two important characteristics of the closed-loop systems have been

observed. The first was the gradual and predictable degradation in performance as the

internal leakage increased beyond the range of tolerance for each controller. Secondly,

each controller retained the closed-loop stability for all leakage levels.

To complete the design of the FTC system, a control law switching algorithm was

developed to implement the appropriate control actions based on estimates of the

effective radius of the leakage orifice. The switching action was facilitated by first

weighting the outputs of the QFT controllers and then constructing a control signal as the

sum of the weighted controller outputs. Experiments proved the concept and showed that

the system reacts smoothly during the transient period between the occurrence of the fault

and the performance recovery.
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In summary, the contributions of this thesis are as follows: (i) A novel test facility was

designed and constructed to allow common faults, that occur in the mechanical

components of the hydraulic system, to be simulated experimentally. The test station will

support the continued development of fault tolerant control and condition monitoring

strategies for fluid power systems at the University of Manitoba. Moreover, the system is

the first of its kind in Canada and has the potential to be utilized by researches at other

institutions via the Internet. (ii) A QFT based switching controller, tolerant to various

levels of fluid leakage across the actuator piston seal was developed and experimentally

verified. Although the recurring application example of aircraft flight control actuators

was used throughout the text, the design procedure is applicable to any servovalve

controlled actuation system. Furthermore, it is expected that the methodology can be

extended to establish controller tolerance to other faults.

This thesis has described a way in which fault tolerant control of a fluid power system

can be realized with a set of fixed-gain LTI controllers. Future work in this area should

examine the effects of other faults and/or uncertainties on the representative LTI plant

transfer functions and the resulting changes in the plant templates. Application of the

FTC strategy presented here to the robust force control of electrohydraulic servosystems

should also be investigated. Future researchers in this area should also consider the

examination of other control reconfiguration strategies, such as gain scheduling and

additive control.
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